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Dear Customer

Our experienced team of educators at Brite Idea realises that all 
children play spontaneously, guided by instinct, which is often 
linked to the development of social and survival skills.

As ex-educators and speech therapists, we at Brite Idea are aware 
of the value of educational resources in developing skills within the 
different learning facets with particular attention to mathematics, 
language and life skills.

With this in mind, we have carefully curated educational materials 
that are sure to assist children in learning vital skills enabling 
them to thrive in our highly technical world and achieve their full 
potential in areas of development.

This year we have really listened to your needs and ensured we 
addressed what matter most to our customers with our quality 
resources, excellent service and value for money. Inside your 
Catalogue you will find a huge selection of innovative resources 
for your classroom designed to meet the evolving South African 
Curriculum while enriching growing minds.
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ADDITION & SUBTRACTION DISCOVERY 
CANS - GR. 1-3

MATH IN A FLASH ! DISCOVERY CANS - GR. 2-3

BI5534
BI3525
BI3526
BI3527
BI3528
BI3530
BI3531
BI3532

Our ready-to-use math cans are overflowing with fun hands-on activities students complete on their own providing targeted practice 
with a variety of key concepts! In each can, students discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each 
problem. Children simply grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives, then practice building balanced equations with number 
tiles, telling time on analog and digital clocks, using number lines to visualize fractions and much more! Complete set includes all 7 cans 
shown.

Students master addition and subtraction in a flash with a hands-on 
discovery can they explore on their own! Part of our Math in a Flash! 
series, our easy-tote can includes 25 different question cards that 
focus on addition and subtraction concepts, plus fun manipulative’s 
that get children excited about learning. Best of all, the activities are 
designed for independent use: Children just select a question card, 
then use the manipulative’s to solve each self-checking problem!

BI3522

SHAPES DISCOVERY CANS - GR. 1-3

BI3523

Students master shapes in a flash with a hands-on discovery can 
they explore on their own! Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our 
easy-tote can includes 25 different question cards that focus on 
geometric shapes, plus fun manipulative’s that get children excited 
about learning from pattern blocks and wooden shapes to 3D shape 
cards and miniatures. Best of all, the activities are designed for 
independent use: Children just select a question card, then use the 
manipulative’s to solve each self-checking problem!

COMPLETE SET
TIME
ALGEBRAIC THINKING
PLACE VALUE- LEVEL 2
OPERATIONS
PLACE VALUE - LEVEL 1 
MEASUREMENT
GEOMETRIC MEASUREMENT
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MATH IN A FLASH ! DISCOVERY CANS - GR. 4-5

Students get targeted practice with place value, fractions, decimals, multiplication, division and so much more! Packed with hands-on manip-
ulatives and 25 step-by-step question cards, each skill-building math can includes everything children need to get focused practice with key 
math concepts. As students work through each can, they’ll use a protractor to measure angles, cubes to determine volume and more. Plus, the 
self-checking question cards feature answers on back, so they’re perfect for independent practice. Complete set includes all 8 cans shown.

BI5535
BI3536
BI3537
BI3538
BI3533
BI3534
BI3535
BI3527
BI5577

MEASUREMENT AND DATA DISCOVERY 
CANS - GR. 1-3

BI3524

GEOMETRY DISCOVERY CANS - GR. 1-3 

BI3529

Kids build measurement and data skills in a flash with a hands-on 
discovery can they explore on their own! Part of our Math in a Flash! 
series, our easy-tote can includes 25 different question cards that 
focus on comparing two objects and recognizing attributes, plus fun 
manipulative’s that get children excited about learning! Best of all, 
the activities are designed for independent use: Children just select a 
question card, then use the manipulative’s to solve each self-checking 
problem!

Kids build geometry skills in a flash with a hands-on discovery can 
they explore on their own! Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our 
easy-tote can includes 25 different question cards that focus on 
geometric skills, plus fun manipulative’s that get children excited 
about learning from 3D plastic shapes to pattern blocks. Best of all, 
the activities are designed for independent use: Children just select a 
question card, then use the manipulative’s to solve each self-check-
ing problem!

COMPLETE SET
FRACTIONS LEVEL 1
MEASUREMENT CONVERSION
ANGLES AND SYMMETRY
DECIMALS
MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION
FRACTIONS LEVEL 2
PLACE VALUE LEVEL 2
VOLUME
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Our convenient 16,51 cm plastic tub of 144 dice features numeric and dot representations of numbers 1-6. Sturdy foam dice 
measure 1 cm  each. Tub includes an activity guide.

MATH DICE TUB

Our tub is packed with 90 dice in a variety of styles, including poly-
hedron dice in 5 different shapes, number dice, dot dice, fractions, 
operation signs even blank dice! With a guide.

DICE

BI0028

Set of 4 chunky foam dice to teach and explore number dots, 
numerals, shapes and colours.

DOUBLE DICE

BI3303

Our ingenious dice let students roll 2 numbers at once! Each 
translucent die has a smaller die inside, so they’re great for 
practicing simple operations, mental math, exploring probability 
and more. Set includes 70 plastic dice in a tub, plus a guide with 
skill-building games.

BI3500

FOAM NUMBER DICE

HANDS-ON PLACE VALUE CUBES

BI3141

From comparing and ordering numbers to exploring expanded no-
tation, our versatile cubes are perfect for tons of hands-on place 
value activities! The 42 wooden cubes are color-coded by place 
value from ones to millions and complete with an activity guide.

ACTIVITY 

GUIDE 

INCLUDED

BI3499

ACTIVITY 

GUIDE 

INCLUDED

ACTIVITY 

GUIDE 

INCLUDED

SET OF 
144

SET OF 
4
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In these fun-filled games, the excitement and suspense build with each player’s turn along with essential math skills! To play, students remove 
one block at a time from the tower of math, then solve the problem on the block aloud. If they answer correctly, they keep the block but if they 
make the tower tumble, they’ll have to start again! At the end of the game, the player with the most blocks wins! Complete set includes all 4 
games shown, each with 48 wooden blocks, plus a guide with an answer key and instructions for more ways to play.

TOWER OF MATHS GAME - COMPLETE SET 

When children match a numbered cube to a number on our jumbo 
grid, they get hands-on practice counting up to 100! The cubes 
are color-coded by evens, odds and multiples of 5, and they have 
numbers on 2 sides so kids can practice counting, skip counting and 
more.

HANDS ON NUMBER GRID GIANT MAGNETIC REGROUPING CHART

Help students understand addition and subtraction! Our chart fea-
tures write & wipe spaces for tons of different addition and subtrac-
tion problems and comes with magnetic place value coins in ones, 
tens and hundreds. Simply place the coins to represent each number 
in the problem and regroup the coins to work out the answer. In-
cludes a write & wipe magnetic chart, 50 coins and a vinyl pouch.

BI3294

BUILDING MATH SKILLS WRITE & WIPE 
BOARD SET OF 30

Our double-sided write & wipe boards make practicing early math 
concepts easy! The 30 plastic boards feature a 120-chart on one side 
and number lines and ten frames on the other so students can work 
on counting, adding and subtracting, comparing numbers and more! 
Write & wipe markers sold separately.

Whole class math sessions are a breeze with our extra-large number 
chart! Numbered from 1 to 120, the chart is write & wipe on the 
front and magnetic on the back, so it sticks to any magnetic surface. 
Plus, it comes with 60 square magnets that are perfect for demon-
strations.

MAGNETIC NUMBER CHART COUNT 
TO 120

BI3140 BI3506

BI5537

BI5536
BI3153
BI3125
BI3169
BI3116

COMPLETE SET
MULTIPLICATION
DIVISION
SUBTRACTION
ADDITION
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A bumper pack of nearly 500 trans-
lucent acrylic colour maths resources 
and laces, ideal for using on a light 
panel for exploring mathematical topics 
such as shape and attributes, counting 
and sorting, pattern and sequence, all 
whilst developing fine motor skills and 
inspiring creative play. Includes conve-
nient storage container. Set include • 
72 Translucent Lacing Geometrics in 6 
colours • 90 Translucent Hollow Pattern 
Blocks in 6 colours • 12 Translucent 
Cubes in 6 colours • 12 Translucent 
Geometric Shapes in 6 colours • 300 
Translucent Stackable Counters in 6 
colours• 12 Laces in 4 colours.

DESKTOP SORTING RING

Small folding sorting rings ideal for tabletop use, to help children 
classify and count objects. Use singularly or create Venn diagrams 
for sorting, comparing and attribute work.

PRACTICE MATHS 

Designed to help children suc-
ceed in mathematics using this 
innovative and interactive series. 
The Activity Book compises 
different levels of fun interactive 
activities so that each can learn 
at his/her own pace. To reinforce 
the concept children will play 
“Math Garden Multiplication ” 
game and will have a fun learning 
experience in revising Multiplica-
tion problems of different levels. 
A perfect resource for practice 
at home and school. It includes: 
Activity Book, Play Board, Play 
Pieces and Play Rules.

EARLY YEARS MATH RESOURCE KIT - GR. 1-2

Our LED light panels are an essential and versatile cross-curricular 
resource. With a new anti-trip magnetic connector and 3 light level 
settings they provide a cool, clean, bright illuminated background and 
are ideal for the investigation of light, colour and shape, or for focused 
group work in a wide range of subjects.

A2 LIGHT PANEL

BI3445
BI3446

ADDITION
DIVISION

BI3447
BI3448

MULTIPLICATION
SUBTRACTION

BI5222

ACTIVITY 

GUIDE 

INCLUDED

BI5224

BI5233
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BI5225 Bumper pack of over 630 translucent 
acrylic colour resources and laces, ideal 
for using on a light panel for early inves-
tigation and exploration of colour, shape, 
pattern, counting & sorting, fine motor 
skills, construction and creative play. 
Includes convenient storage container. Set 
includes • 40 Translucent Colour Blocks in 
5 colours: 10 rectangular prisms, 5 bridg-
es, 5 cylinders, 10 cubes & 10 triangular 
prisms. • 90 Translucent Module Blocks in 
6 colours: 48 square blocks, 24 rectangu-
lar blocks, 12 curved blocks, 6 triangular 
blocks. • 72 Stackable Translucent Buttons 
in 6 colours: 18 each of circles, squares, 
stars and hexagons. • 108 Translucent 
Jumbo Lacing Beads in 6 colours: 3 each 
of 6 different shapes in each colour.

EARLY YEARS COLOUR RESOURCE KIT - GR. 1-2

Our LED light panels are an essential and versatile cross-curricular 
resource. With a new anti-trip magnetic connector and 3 light level 
settings they provide a cool, clean, bright illuminated background 
and are ideal for the investigation of light, colour and shape, or for 
focused group work in a wide range of subjects. Slimline and with 
rounded edges, the panels are tough, portable and easy to wipe 
clean.

BI5221

Our LED light panels are an essential and versatile cross-curricular 
resource. With a new anti-trip magnetic connector and 3 light level 
settings they provide a cool, clean, bright illuminated background and 
are ideal for the investigation of light, colour and shape, or for focused 
group work in a wide range of subjects. Slimline and with rounded 
edges, the panels are tough, portable and easy to wipe clean.

ROUND LIGHT PANEL A3 LIGHT PANEL 

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-
whole cards help kids visualize multiplication 
and division problems! Each card features a 
kid-friendly bar model with a question mark 
representing the missing value. After children 
solve the missing number, the simply flip the 
card over to find the answer.

VISUALIZE IT! PART-WHOLE MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION CARDS 

BI5223

BI5538

ACTIVITY 
GUIDE 

INCLUDED
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Classroom set including 500 blocks in 10 
bright colours, comprising 400 cubes, 50 tri-
angles and 50 quadrants, as well as 4 base 
boards and 42 x 2-sided activity cards in a 
sturdy storage container. The double-sided 
numbered cards become more challenging 
as the numbers increase and contain a 
variety of ideas for learning about creative 
construction, shape and space, pattern, 
sequence, symmetry, and numeracy.

2CM LINKING CUBES CLASSROOM SET

Students master math with fun to use 
regrouping kits that make compli-
cated problems easy to solve! Each 
kit includes a place value regrouping 
tray and place value coins plus 40 
self-checking problem cards. Students 
simply place a card onto the tray and 
use the colour-coded coins to visually 
represent the problem. Then students 
regroup the tiles and use the handy 
write & wipe activity mat to work out 
the answer. After solving, students 
flip the card over for easy self-check-
ing! Complete set comes with all 4 
kits shown, each with a guide write & 
wipe markers not included. Each kit 
also available separately.

Students find factors and prime numbers with over 160 color-coded 
triangles! Largest triangle measures 2.75 cm tall.

FACTOR TRIANGLES

BI5542

You get a convenient plastic tub of 162 double-sided tiles with big, 
bold numbers from 1 to 100, plus operation signs. Tub includes an 
activity guide.

NUMBER TILES 

ACTIVITY 
GUIDE 

INCLUDED

HANDS-ON REGROUPING KITS COMPLETE SET

ACTIVITY 

GUIDE 

INCLUDED

BI5539
BI3497
BI3498
BI5540
BI5541

COMPLETE SET
ADDITION
SUBTRACTION
DIVISION
MULTIPLICATION

BI5543

BI5357

ACTIVITY 
CARDS 

INCLUDED

PACK 

OF 500 

BLOCKS
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Children sort, count, pattern, graph and compare with large skill-build-
ing trays that are perfect for use with our Math Counters! Children just 
place the counters right into the trays to explore concepts hands-on 
and easily keep the pieces in place as they work! Complete set in-
cludes all 5 sturdy plastic trays shown(math counters not included).

HANDS ON MATHS TRAY SET 

Hands-on counters make math concepts easy to grasp with hundreds 
of kid-pleasing objects for students to count, measure, compare and 
sort! Library includes all 6 sets shown, for a total of 762 counters; 
each set comes in a sturdy plastic jar and includes an activity guide. 
Sets also sold individually.

BRITE IDEA MATH COUNTERS LIBRARYMASTER MATH DOMINOES COMPLETE SET

These colorful dominoes are a fun way to do it! Great for helping 
children learn through play, the easy-to-grasp and easy-to-read dom-
inoes feature kid-friendly illustrations that make solving problems a 
breeze from addition and subtraction to place value and telling time! 
You get all 6 sets, each with 28 plastic dominoes in a storage tin with 
a lid. Each set also available separately.

ACTIVITY GUIDE INCLUDED

Our fun-to-use machines make math so simple, kids can teach 
themselves! Children just press the equation buttons and up pop 
the answers. This hands-on approach to basic math operations 
helps reinforce addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
facts through self-checking practice. 

SELF TEACHING MACHINE-COMPLETE SET 

ACTIVITY GUIDE INCLUDED

BI2384
BI3643
BI3644

COMPLETE SET
COUNTING TRAY
PATTERNING TRAY

BI3645
BI3943
BI3944

SORTING TRAY
VENN DIAGRAM
GRAPHING TRAY

BI5544
BI5545
BI5546

COMPLETE SET
MULTIPLICATION
ADDITION

BI5547
BI5548

SUBTRACTION
DIVISION

BI5549
BI5550
BI5551
BI5552
BI5553
BI5554
BI5555

COMPLETE SET
ADDITION
SUBTRACTION
MULTIPLICATION
PLACE VALUE
FRACTION
TIME

BI2383
BI3945
BI3946
BI3947
BI3948
BI3949
BI3950

COMPLETE SET
SIZE AND COLOUR BUG COUNTERS
DINOSAUR COUNTERS
SIZE AND COLOUR TEDDIES
FUN FRUIT COUNTERS
SEA ANIMAL COUNTERS
VEHICLE COUNTERS

NEW!!
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Kids find the volume of rectangular prisms 
and rectilinear figures with durable ma-
nipulatives that provide tons of hands-on 
experience! Our kit comes with 160 wood-
en cubes plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards. 
Simply set the kit in your math center and 
let kids select an activity card then watch as 
they uncover volume concepts by building 
and deconstructing 3-D shapes. 

BUILD & LEARN VOLUME 
KIT

The shapes have angled edges for 2-D tracing or making networks to draw 3-D models. Each shape is 
named, and wherever possible, they have common 5cm sides. Comprises 17 transparent elements, 
made of plastic.

GEOMETRIC TRACER SET

BI4894

BI3297

As students piece together our easy-fit-
ting sticks and connectors, they learn to 
build, identify and describe geometric 
shapes! The 12 activity cards guide 
children along as they build everything 
from a simple triangle to a rectangular 
prism and practice identifying faces and 
edges, comparing shapes and more. Kit 
includes over 200 pieces

BUILD & LEARN 
GEOMETRIC SHAPES KIT
BI3120

GIANT MAGNETIC TEACHING MANIPULATIVES - COMPLETE SET

Perfect for whole-class demonstrations and hands-on 
learning, our giant magnetic manipulatives make math 
concepts easy to see and easy to understand! The big, 
dense foam pieces are a cinch to grab and manipu-
late, and they stick to any magnetic surfaceproviding 
concrete practice with everything from place value and 
regrouping to fractions in bar and circle form. Each set 
comes with 81-121 pieces. Complete set includes all 3 
sets shown (magnetic board not included), for a total 
of 304 pieces.

BI5556            

NEW!!

Kids solve area and perimeter problems…
by building models that make these tough 
concepts easy to grasp! Our kit includes 240 
colorful wooden tiles, plus 20 kid-friendly 
activity cards with helpful pictures, formulas 
and hints. We’ve even included a definition 
card—to help reinforce key vocabulary. Best of 
all, when kids are done solving a problem, they 
just flip the card over to check their own work!

BUILD & LEARN AREA & 
PERIMETER 
BI3311
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COMPARATIVE FIGURES

FOLD & LEARN GEOMETRIC SHAPES

Students gain a unique understanding of area, nets, symmetry and more with hands-on shapes that 
make geometry concepts easy to grasp! Our set includes 8 transparent, 3D geometric forms each 
labeled with its name plus 8 flat plastic nets with easy-fold creases that let you fold them up and fit 
them inside. As students explore the shapes in solid and flat form, they learn to visualize the differ-
ence between 2D and 3D shapes, calculate surface area, explore volume and more.

48 pieces in 4 shapes, 3 colours, 2 sizes 
and 2 thickness. Maximum side: L 8cm, 
thickness 0.6cm, box size 19 x 17 cm 

Kids explore 9 geometric shapes with our convenient 16.5 cm plastic tub of 45 chunky foam pieces in 3 bright col-
ors. Cube measures 3.5 cm. Tub includes an activity guide.

6 giant shapes made from colourful clear 3mm 
acrylic. Colours are pink, blue, yellow, green, 
purple and orange, shapes are square, rectangle, 
circle, triangle, pentagon and hexagon. Use for 
shape and colour recognition, for colour mixing, 
using as templates, and to support mathematical 
development. Ideal for use on a light panel and 
the shapes come with a 2.5mm hanging hole at 
the top balance point.

JUMBO COLOUR MIXING SHAPES

BI4895

BI5557

GEOMETRIC FOAM SHAPES - SET OF 45

3D GEOMETRIC SHAPE TUB

Beginning geometry learners get a hands-
on introduction to solid forms with our 
jumbo tub of 3D plastic shapes! The 80 
pieces include 10 each of 8 different shapes 
from cones, spheres and cylinders to cubes, 
pyramids and more

BI5215 BI3287

BI3299
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HOW MUCH DOES IT WEIGH? CENTRE  

BI2389

Students get an instant, visual grasp of measurement concepts like 
heavy, light, balance and more as they conduct simple investigations 
with our hands-on center! You get 24 activity cards with illustrated 
instructions that are just right for beginners plus a balance scale to 
compare and contrast 40 manipulatives!

CAPACITY MEASURE

Set of 4 varying size measuring jugs/cups

BI0029

Students get an instant, visual grasp of measurement concepts 
like length & width as they conduct simple investigations with our 
hands-on center! You get 24 activity cards with illustrated instruc-
tions that are just right for beginners, plus 130 manipulative’s to 
measure and compare!

HOW LONG IS IT? CENTRE

BI2586     

MEASUREMENT OF SIZE AND DENSITY 

BI5558    

This set was designed in order to intro-
duce the basics of dim.uring a specific 
physical quantity based on observation 
and practical activities. It helps to under-
stand and consolidate the terms related 
to the concepts of dim.ure and density. 
The set is complemented by substantive 
instruction with the suggestions of dif-
ferent experiments and exercises. Ruler, 
string, scissors, millimeter paper, wooden 
blocks, plexiglass blocks, wooden unit 
cubes, dim.uring cylinders, beakers, plas-
ticine, balloon, scales, mass elements, set 
of cubes for density determination and 
others; age: 11+

Students get an instant, visual grasp of measurement concepts like 
capacity and volume as they conduct simple investigations with our 
hands-on center! You get 24 activity cards with illustrated instructions 
that are just right for beginners plus 11 tools for pouring & filling from 
measuring cups to a bucket!

HOW MUCH DOES IT HOLD? CENTRE 

BI2585

ACTIVITY GUIDE INCLUDED

NEW!!
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Tough plastic tape, an easy-grip handle and a fun, wind-up design make 
this jumbo tape measure ideal for kids! Inch and centimeter marks go up 
to 1,6m.

Our sturdy balance scale 
comes with some metric 
plastic weights. Place 
objects in one pan and 
weights in the other to 
find out what the objects 
weigh.

BALANCE SCALE

BI2390

BIG TAPE MEASURE 

From probability and place value to 
area and fractions, our comprehen-
sive manipulative library reinforces 
essential math concepts that support 
upper-grade curricula! Each plastic 
tub includes enough hands-on sup-
plies for the whole class to explore 
concepts at once, plus a guide filled 
with skill-building activities. Library 
includes all 12 tubs shown, organized 
in an easy-access storage center.

UPPER GRADES MATH MANIPULATIVES LIBRARY 

BI5559

NEW!!

BI2034

Makes measuring long distances easy with it’s non-slip rubber 
tyre, multiple adjustment length handle and optional counter.

TRUNDLE WHEEL AND COUNTER

BI5211

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES
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PLACE VALUE COINS

Students boost place value skills with colorful coins that bring number 
sense activities to life! The 240 colour-coded foam coins are printed 
with place values from ones to hundred thousands so students can 
visualize place value, expanded notation and more! Also included is a 
handy reproducible place value mat perfect for sorting, building and 
decomposing numbers and even representing large numbers

BI3514

Our easy-to-use cards let students explore decimal place value concepts 
from ones to millions! You get over 200 colour-coded cards in a sturdy 
storage tub, plus an activity guide.

HANDS-ON PLACE VALUE CUBES

From comparing 
and ordering num-
bers to exploring 
expanded notation, 
our versatile cubes 
are perfect for tons 
of hands-on place 
value activities! The 
42 wooden cubes 
are color-coded by 
place value from 
ones to millions and 
come complete with 
an activity guide

BI3515

Our easy-to-use cards let students explore place value concepts 
from ones to millions! You get over 200 color-coded cards in a 
sturdy storage tub, plus an activity guide. Interact in a visual way 
with our giant set of 600 tiles! Tiles measure 2.5 cm.

Our place value boards are sized to let students practice right at their desks! Each board features 7 sets of flips that are clearly 
labeled from ones to millions all with numbers 0-9, plus a blank flip to focus on one place value at a time. Set includes 10 place 
value boards; each measures 10.2 cm  x 28 cm.

STUDENT PLACE VALUE PRACTICE BOARDS - SET OF 10

WHOLE NUMBER PLACE VALUE

DECIMAL PLACE VALUE CARD

BI3513

BI4790    

ACTIVITY 

GUIDE 

INCLUDED

ACTIVITY 

GUIDE 

INCLUDED

BI3141
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MULTIPLYING FRACTIONS HANDS-
ON STUDENT PACK

Now students can visualize multiplying fractions by 
fractions…as they lay transparencies over fraction cards. 
The vinyl storage pouch includes 6 array cards and 6 array 
transparencies; each measures 7.3 cm.

Our flip books make it super-easy to visualize equivalent fractions, compare 
fractions with different denominators and more! Each book has 2 sets of flips 
simply turn the flips to see how one half is equivalent to 3 sixths, 2 halves add 
up to one whole, and more! Set includes 10 flip books.

BI5560

Give students a concrete under-
standing of how to build fractions 
with a hands on center that makes 
difficult concepts easy to grasp! 
Our center includes a tray with 
250 labeled fraction pieces plus 
22 activity cards that prompt chil-
dren to build a variety of fractions 
from halves to twelfths. Students 
simply combine fraction pieces to 
cover the shaded area of circles 
on the cards then write corre-
sponding fraction equations in the 
write & wipe space below. 

BUILDING FRACTIONS ACTIVITY CENTER

BI3121

BUILDING FRACTIONS, DECIMALS AND PERCENTABLE MAGNETIC BOARD

BI3516

Help students visualize parts of 
a whole and explore concepts 
of equivalency in a highly 
concrete way! The board comes 
with over 100 colour-coded 
magnetic pieces all clearly 
labeled with a fraction on one 
side and the equivalent decimal 
and percentage on the other. 
Students can combine the 
pieces to make a whole mix 
and match pieces to compare 
equivalent values compare 
fractions, decimals and percents 
in bar and circle form and more!

COMPARING FRACTIONS FLIP BOOKS SET OF 10

BI5561

TACTILE NUMBERS 1-30

BI5562

Our activity cards feature big numbers with a 
special textured surface. Children just trace each 
number with their fingers to recognize numbers 1 
to 30! You get 30 cards in a handy storage pouch.
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EQUATION TILES

BI5564

These skill-building tiles let students form equations and 
practice algebraic thinking hands on! Our set includes 250 
two-sided number, letter and operation sign tiles, plus an ac-
tivity guide all in a sturdy storage tub. Tiles measure 1.5 cm.

Reinforce area and perimeter in a concrete, visual way with 
our giant set of 600 tiles! Tiles measure 2.5 cm.

AREA TILE

VOLUME CUBES

BI3312     

Build 3-D shapes that make volume concepts easy to grasp! 
Our set includes 150 blue and green wooden cubes

BI3296

DECIMAL OPERATION-GRIDS

Our set of 100 grids provides visual support for adding, subtracting and com-
paring decimals! Each grid measures 10.2 cm.

Kids use the tiles to find the area and perimeter of rectangles and rectilinear 
shapes and explore the various ways to solve addition and multiplication 
problems by tiling! The vinyl storage pouch includes 80 double-sided area 
tiles. Each tile measures 2.5 cm.

AREA & PERIMETER TEACHING KIT

BI3306

NEW!!

BI5563
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As children fit together our equivalency puzzles, they practice expressing 
fractions in 4 different ways! Each self-correcting puzzle has 4 simple pieces 
children choose a large puzzle piece that represents a specific value then 
connect 3 corresponding pieces that express the same value! Set comes with 
12 puzzles & an activity guide.

BI3134

FRACTIONS EQUIVALENCY PUZZLES

ACTIVITY 
GUIDE 

INCLUDED

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost skills with every 
match! The set features 15 games that gradually progress in 
difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Chil-
dren just grab a pouch, then work on their own to identify 
shapes, solve word problems and more! You get a total of 
240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key.

GRAB AND MATCH LEVELED 
QUICKIES  

Ideal for students to explore and study number concepts, addition & 
subtraction, multiplication and division, and numerical relationships. Each 
balance set includes 20 mini weights. Activity guide included.

MINI NUMBER BALANCE  

BI5207

ACTIVITY GUIDE INCLUDED

A set of play South African notes and coins. Learn about money, 
counting, saving ad our local currency.

SA MONEY SET

BI2580

BI3139
BI3138
BI3137
BI3136
BI3135

MEASUREMENT & TIME
PLACE VALUE
OPERATIONS
GEOMETRY
FRACTIONS

WOODEN MAGNETIC RODS

BI5455

100 pcs
L 30 cm
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GEOSTIX

These super-bendable, snap-together sticks are a captivating 
way to introduce children to early geometry concepts! The 
200 flexible plastic sticks connect at lots of different points 
so kids can build geometric shapes with ease. Plus, we’ve 
included 20 double-sided activity cards that challenge kids 
to create everything from a simple triangle to a detailed 
street scene giving them lots of practice with color and size 
recognition

5 boards 16 x 16 cm, 1000 nails

PEGBOARD KIT

This set contains 5 peg boards, 500 pegs in 5 colours and a 
set of pattern cards. Ideal for for pattern, symmetry, sorting 
and sequence work

WOODEN BLOCKS AND PATTERN CARDS

NEW!!
BI5565

BOARDS WITH NAILS MOSAIC - 16 X 16CM BI3511

BI2018

BI1134

Set of 148 wooden blocks and 10 pattern cards

BI5207

BI5566

GEOBOARD DESIGN CENTRE

Give children hands on geometry practice at just the right level! Kids simply 
place an illustrated activity mat on a pegboard then use rubber bands to build 
the shapes on the mat! You get 20 different mats that progress in difficulty, so 
children can build everything from squares and octagons to spaceships and an-
imals! Set includes 4 plastic pegboards and over 90 rubber bands, plus a guide.

SET OF 5 
BOARDS

+ 1000 NAILS

NEW!!
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Higher number skills come easy when kids practice with our interactive number 
lines! Each illustrated board covers numbers 0-100 and features a sliding 
pointer, so it’s fun to practice adding and subtracting within 100, solving simple 
word problems, adding and subtracting by multiples of 10, and more! We’ve 
even included 72 leveled equations for extra practice - complete with answers 
on back for easy self-checking. You get 10 slider boards

Help students visualize math concepts and give them hands-on practice, too! Double-sided number cards let you 
create a customized number line showing any sequence of numbers from 1 to 120, so children can count by ones, 
practice skip-counting by fives and more! Plus, you get activity cards that focus on basic skills, including addition and 
subtraction, more than/less than, sequencing and more. The chart comes with over 140 cards and 6 manipulatives for 
counting and problem solving.

BI2382     

NUMBER LINE MATHS ACTIVITY CHART

NUMBER LINE SLIDER BOARDS 0-100
SET OF TEN BI3302

Our write & wipe number lines let students explore math 
concepts right at their desks! Set includes 30 number lines 
(10 each of 3 different number lines) with whole numbers 
on front plus an open number line on back to use with any 
math problem! Number lines measure 8.25cm x 30.5cm.

WHOLE NUMBER LINES

Perfect for desktop use or in learning centers, these easy-to-use number lines pro-
vide hands-on practice with skip counting, addition and subtraction, mental math 
and more! Each board features numbers 0 to 20, plus a sliding pointer. We’ve 
even included 48 practice equations with answers on back for easy self-checking. 
You get 10 slider boards

NUMBER LINE SLIDER BOARDS (0 - 20)

BI3155

BI3289
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BI5571

These handy plastic boards feature a write & wipe sur-
face and a permanent 1 cm grid. Boards measure 22.9 
cm x 30.5 cm. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

WRITE & WIPE GRAPHING 
BOARDS - SET OF 30

WRITE & WIPE GRAPHING BOARDS 
WITH X-Y AXIS - SET OF 30

These sturdy plastic write & wipe boards feature a 1 cm 
grid and a permanent X-Y axis. Boards measure 22.9 cm x 
30.5 cm. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

BI5569

TACTILE NUMBER LINES - SET OF 30

BI5568

With our hands-on number lines, students use their sense of touch to practice 
early math skills! Children simply move their finger over the textured dots above 
numbers 0 to 20 for a tactile experience counting, adding, subtracting and more! 
Set includes 30 number lines.

STUDENT WRITE & WIPE NUMBER LINES - 
FRACTIONS - SET OF 30
BI5572

STUDENT WRITE & WIPE NUMBER LINES - 
DECIMALS
BI5570

Our write & wipe number 
lines let students explore 
math concepts right at 
their desks! Set includes 30 
number lines (10 each of 3 
different number lines) with 
fraction on front plus an 
open number line on back to 
use with any math problem! 
Number lines measure 3.25 
cm x 30.5 cm. Write & wipe 
markers sold separately.

Our write & wipe number 
lines let students explore 
math concepts right at 
their desks! Set includes 30 
number lines (10 each of 3 
different number lines) with 
decimals on front…plus an 
open number line on back to 
use with any math problem! 
Number lines measure 3.25 
cm x 30.5 cm. Write & wipe 
markers sold separately.

SET OF 
30!
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Hidden gears maintain 
correct hour and minute 
relationships as you 
demonstrate time-
telling concepts. Colour-
coding supports student 
understanding and durable, 
geared clock hands are 
designed to last! Kit 
includes: Demonstration 
Clock,24 Mini Clocks. Great 
visual aid for students as 
they learn to tell and write 
time.

THE ORIGINAL CLASSROOM CLOCK KIT

BI2388

STUDENT CLOCKS SET OF 12

Our sturdy little wooden clocks give the whole class hands-on practice 
with telling time. Clocks have plastic stands and easy-turning hands. 
Set of 12

BI3285

ELAPSED TIME WRITE AND WIPE BOARD 
SET OF 10

BI5573

Students build essential time-telling skills with write & wipe clock 
boards that make it easy to visualize elapsed time! Children use the 
movable clock hands to set a time on each analog clock, write in the 
matching digital times then use the number line to figure out the 
elapsed time! Boards measure 16.5 cm x 26.8 cm.

Our student-sized clocks let children explore time-telling skills on their own and the handy write & wipe surface makes it easy 
to practice again and again! You get 10 clocks with movable hands; clocks measure 11.4 cm x 15.2 cm. Write & wipe markers 
sold separately.

WRITE AND WIPE STUDENT CLOCK SET OF 10

BI3512

SET OF 
25!
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JUMBO TIMER 

BI5240

Large clear digital display (75 x 53mm) which times up or down in 1 
second increments. Maximum time 99min 59sec. Integral stand and 
magnet mount with beep start/stop button. Includes information 
sheet.

Our large-screen digital timer lets you view the time from anywhere 
in the room whether you mount it to a wall, set it on a table or stick 
it to a magnetic surface! Plus, the easy-touch buttons make it simple 
to start and stop the timer, adjust the volume and more!

GIANT CLASSROOM TIMER

BI3719

TIME GRAB & PLAY GAME

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun giving 
students the practice they need to master time! Kids simply show 
various times on their clock boards, collecting tokens as they go and 
the first player to collect 10 tokens wins! You get 4 clock boards, 40 
problem cards, 40 tokens, a drawstring bag and an answer card. For 
2-4 players. Clock boards measure 15.8 cm X 15.8 cm

NEW!!
MAGNETIC CLOCK 

A great help in developing clock reading skills. The set consists of a 
magnetic table with a dial divided into minutes, quarters and hours. 
2 hands. 40 elements for time recording; size: 50 x 50 cm.

TIME EQUIVALENCY PUZZLES

As kids fit together our equivalency puzzles, they practice telling 
time in 4 different ways! Each self-correcting puzzle has 4 simple 
pieces children just choose a large puzzle piece showing a digital 
time then connect 3 corresponding pieces that express the same 
time in written form, with an analog clock and using a common time 
phrase! You get 12 puzzles and an activity guide.

NEW!!
BI5575

BI5574

BI3173
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FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS TEACHING KIT

A hands-on way for students to practice comparing, ordering 
and equivalencies! Kit includes 20 vinyl storage pouches with 50 
double-sided pieces each, plus a teacher’s guide; circles measure 
10.2 cm. Develops skills in parts of a whole, comparing fractions, 
equivalent fractions, addition and subtraction of fractions, reading 
decimals, writing decimals and comparing decimals.

AREA AND PERIMETER TEACHING KIT

Kids use the tiles to find the area and perimeter of rectangles and 
rectilinear shapes and explore the various ways to solve addition 
and multiplication problems by tiling! Kit includes 20 vinyl storage 
pouches, each with 80 double-sided area tiles, and a guide. Devel-
ops skills in measuring and finding area and perimeter.

BI3306

PLACE VALUE TEACHING KIT

Students boost place value skills as they build Milti-digit numbers, 
identify whole numbers from ones to millions, explore powers of 
ten and more.You get 20 vinyl storage pouches with 63 colour-coded 
cards each, plus a teachers guide with reproducibles. Develops skills 
in building numbers, comparing numbers, reading whole numbers, 
addition, subtraction, writing whole numbers and powers of ten.

FRACTIONS TEACHING HANDS-ON KIT

It’s easy to demonstrate and reinforce fraction concepts with our 
hands-on teaching kit! Simply give each student a pack of fraction 
manipulatives to review concepts in small or large groups or encour-
age children to use the manipulatives to practice fraction skills on 
their own! Kit comes with 51 color-coded fraction bars representing 
wholes through twelfths plus a teachers guide with reproducible ac-
tivity mats that help students compare fractions, identify equivalents 
and more!

BI3308

BI3305

BI3307
TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES
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BI3298

FRACTIONS, DECIMALS & PERCENTS CIRCLES

Our easy-to-use circles let students explore fractions, decimals, percents and equivalencies, hands on! The set includes 350 pieces in a sturdy 
storage tub, plus an activity guide.

BI3519

HANDS ON FRACTION TILES 

Give kids a concrete grasp of percentages 
with hands-on tiles that make concepts 
incredibly easy to see and understand! The 
tiles are color-coded and perfectly related in 
size, so it is easy to see how ten 10% tiles add 
up to 100%! You can even use them in com-
bination with our fraction and decimal tile 
sets to help children visualize and compare 
equivalent values! Set includes 51 tiles.

BI3517

HANDS ON PERCENT TILES 

BI3518

HANDS ON DECIMAL TILES 

Give kids a concrete grasp of decimals with 
hands-on tiles that make concepts incredibly 
easy to see and understand! The tiles are 
color-coded and perfectly related in size, 
so it’s easy to see how ten tenths add up to 
one! You can even use them in combination 
with our fraction and percent tile sets to help 
children visualize and compare equivalent 
values! Set includes 51 tiles.

Give kids a concrete grasp of fractions with 
hands-on tiles that make concepts incredibly 
easy to see and understand! The tiles are 
color-coded and perfectly related in size, so 
it’s easy to see how 4 eighths add up to one 
half…or how 2 halves add up to one whole. 
You can even use them in combination with 
our decimal and percent tile sets to help 
children visualize and compare equivalent 
values! Set includes 51 tiles.

SET OF 

350 

PIECES!
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Our versatile ten-frames help children practice grouping, adding to 20, 
skip-counting and more! You get 20 pouches, each with 2 ten-frames 
and 20 double-sided counters, plus a teacher’s guide. The ten-frames 
measure 16.5 cm. Develops skills in counting, skip-counting, compos-
ing and decomposing numbers, addition (adding to 20) and subtrac-
tion (subtracting within 20).

TEN-FRAMES HANDS ON TEACHING KIT 

BI3310

BASE 10 HANDS ON TEACHING KIT 

Our versatile ten-frames help children practice grouping, adding to 
20, skip-counting and more! You get 20 pouches, each with 2 ten-
frames and 20 double-sided counters, plus a teacher’s guide. The 
ten-frames measure 16.5 cm. Kit comes with 20 packs of base 10 
blocks (each with 20 ones, 15 tens & 9 hundreds blocks) plus a teach-
er’s guide with reproducible activity mats that encourage students to 
compare numbers, practice regrouping, use expanded notation and 
more.

BI3309

Our super versatile ten frames give kids a concrete way to visualize 
numbers 1 to 20. you get 4 trays, each with 2 ten frames so begin-
ning learners can explore numbers up to 10, while more advanced 
students can build up to 20. We’ve also included 90 two colour 
foam counters- great for counting, making 10, adding and subtract-
ing and much more

HANDS-ON TEN-FRAMES- SET OF 4

BI3142

BASE 10 HANDS-ON STUDENT PACK

BI5576

Our vinyl storage pouch includes 44 chipboard base 10 pieces (20 
ones, 15 tens and 9 hundreds) that encourage students to compare 
numbers, practice regrouping, use expanded notation and more.

BASE TEN SET

The Base Ten Set helps illustrate the relationships between units, 
tens, hundreds and thousands and can help children visualise 
numbers when learning basic addition, subtraction as well as mul-
tiplication and division in 10s. Each block is marked in centimetre 
squares to highlight how each unit relates to it. 

BI5204

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES
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NEW RELEASES!!!

ACCELERATE LEARNING ADDITION & 
SUBTRACTION KIT - GR. 1-3

BI5654

ACCELERATE LEARNING MULTIPLICATION 
& DIVISION KIT - GR. 3-5

BI5651

PLACE VALUE WRITE & WIPE BOARDS - 
GR. 3-5

NUMBER & OPERATION TILES STUDENT 
PACK - SET OF 10 - GR. 1-3

ACCELERATE LEARNING PLACE VALUE 
KIT - GR. 3-5

A toolbox filled with manipulatives, a reproducible book of word 
problems, a hands-on math “machine” and so much more our kit has 
all you need to accelerate learning and build essential addition and 
subtraction skills!  You even get 12 activity cards featuring helpful 
information for using the materials to focus on priority skills and 
address unfinished learning.

Our double-sided write & wipe boards are a great tool to help stu-
dents learn place value skills!  Each board features space to illustrate 
place values to the hundreds on one side and a chart on the other to 
visually represent each number in a problem, then regroup to work 
out the answer!  30 sturdy plastic boards; each is 23cm x 30cm.

BI5652

Our skill-building kit is filled with everything needed to address 
unfinished learning and boost students’ understanding of multiplica-
tion and division from fact flash cards and a write & wipe book with 
fun math puzzles to area tiles, number dice, a timer and more!  Plus, 
the 12 activity cards feature ideas for using the visual models and 
hands-on manipulatives to really bring math concepts to life—and 
reinforce essential priority skills.

BI5653

All the tiles a student needs to compare numbers, add, subtract, 
multiply, divide and more! You get 52 double-sided tiles, including 
40 numbers (4 each of numbers 0-9) and 12 operation symbols 
organized in an easy-seal vinyl storage pouch.  

Boost kids’ understanding and reinforce important place value 
concepts with our all-in-one math kit featuring everything from a 
fun-to-play game and tons of magnetic manipulatives to a write & 
wipe puzzle book and hands-on work mats! The 12 activity cards 
include ideas for using the materials, practice problems, all designed 
to address unfinished learning and emphasize priority skills.

BI5655
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As students turn the pages of our hands-on flip books, they 
match letters, blends and digraphs with ending sounds and build 
up to 300 words! You get 30 illustrated 10 page flip books that 
each focus on a different word ending.

Our chunky letter blocks make word building a breeze! Kids 
just snap the rugged plastic letters onto the handy bases to 
form words they can even switch out blocks to explore sound 
substitution, rhyming words and more! Set includes 78 blocks 
(20 vowels and 58 consonants), plus 4 bases all in a tub.

Kids build fine motor skills and master the alphabet as they connect our 
colourful letter cubes! Durable snaps let children easily link the blocks to 
sequence the alphabet and spell simple words. Plus, each block features 
the upper-case and lower-case version of one letter so they reinforce 
letter recognition, too! You get a set of 48 assorted wooden blocks.

WORD FAMILY FLIP BOOKS GR. 1-2

BI3339 BI4086

Challenge children to form word after word with fun-to-use 
word builders they can explore on their own! Kids just turn 
the permanently attached beads to sound out simple 3-letter 
words letter by letter! Plus, our set includes 10 different word 
builders so children get focused practice with a variety of letter 
combinations and phonics sounds.

Challenge children to form 
word after word with fun-to-
use word builders they can 
explore on their own! Kids 
just turn the permanently 
attached beads to sound out 
4-letter words that include 
blends, digraphs and more! 
Plus, our set includes 10 
different word builders 
so children get focused 
practice with a variety of 
letter combinations and 
phonics sounds. Builders 
come with an activity guide.

3 LETTER WORD BUILDERS GR. 1-2 4 LETTER WORD BUILDERS GR. 1-2

WORD BUILDING BLOCKS GR. 1-2 SNAP TOGETHER LETTER BLOCKS GR. 1-2

Give kids the targeted phonics practice they need to boost early 
reading skills one sound at a time! Our easy-to-use books each focus on 
beginning, middle or ending sounds. Kids just flip the pages to create 
3 to 4 simple words that change by one letter at a time and see how 
changing a sound can change a word and its meaning! Set includes 20 
colour-coded books and a guide.

CHANGE-A-SOUND FLIP BOOKS GR. 1-2

BI4105

BI3341BI3146

BI5578
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Students learn to identify long vowel sounds as they practice 
building dozens of words sound by sound! Our magnetic board 
comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, 
including picture magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus 
phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted. 

Students learn to identify blends as they practice building dozens of 
words sound by sound! Our magnetic board comes with everything 
children need to build 36 different words, including picture magnets 
with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted 
sounds highlighted. Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column 
of the board, then build the corresponding words by sounding each one 
out exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go.

Kids practice matching ending sounds and get the focused practice 
they need to build phonemic awareness! Our set includes 72 
chunky picture magnets that represent 18 phonics sounds plus a 
magnetic board for super-easy sorting. Just place 3 starter magnets 
at the top of the board, then kids add magnets to the columns 
below to sort words that share the same ending sound!.

ENDING SOUNDS-MAGNETIC SORTING 
BOARD - GR. 1-2

Kids practice matching rhyming sounds and get the focused practice 
they need to build phonemic awareness! Our set includes 72 chunky 
picture magnets that represent 18 phonics sounds plus a magnetic 
board for super-easy sorting. Just place 3 starter magnets at the top of 
the board, then kids add magnets to the columns below to sort words 
that share the same rhyming sound!.

BI3293

Kids practice matching beginning sounds and get the focused 
practice they need to build phonemic awareness! Our set includes 
72 chunky picture magnets that represent 18 phonics sounds plus 
a magnetic board for super-easy sorting. Just place 3 starter 
magnets at the top of the board, then kids add magnets to the 
columns below to sort words that share the same beginning 
sound!.

BEGINNING SOUNDS MAGNETIC SORTING 
BOARD - GR. 1-2

RHYMING SOUNDS MAGNETIC SORTING 
BOARD - GR. 1-2

MAGNETIC LONG VOWELS BUILDING 
BOARD - GR. 1-2

BI4776

BLENDS & DIGRAPHS CROSSWORD PUZZLES 
ACTIVITY CENTRE - GR. 1-3

 Our fun-to-solve crosswords help children master blends and digraphs 
hands on! Kids look at the picture clues on the activity mats, sound out 
the missing words, then build them with the letter tiles. Center includes 
enough materials for up to 4 kids at once 16 mats, 149 plastic tiles, an 
answer card and 4 drawstring bags.

BI3291

BI3593

MAGNETIC BLEND WORD BUILDING BOARD 
- GR. 1-2

BI3292

BI3595
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WORD BUILDING TILE CLASS SET GR. 2-4

Children build word after word with our handy letter tiles and 
explore everything from spelling patterns and word families 
to decoding! The set includes 20 vinyl pouches, each with 48 
double-sided letter tiles uppercase on the front and lowercase on 
back. Plus, the consonants and vowels are color-coded so it’s easy 
to build and sound out words. The 20 pouches include a total of 
960 letter tiles.

I CAN BUILD SIMPLE WORDS GR. 1-2

Even beginners can build simple words withcolor-coded letters and 
illustrated activity cards! Our center is packed with tons of activity 
cards and easy-grip foam letters that let kids build words at 2 
levels: Beginners match letter to letter to form words step-by-step 
while advancing learners flip the cards over, filling in the missing 
letter to spell each word on their own! The 150 color-coded letters 
and 50 two-sided activity cards let children build 50 different CVC 
words.

WORD FAMILY PRACTICE CARDS GR. 1-2 SNAP & BUILD BLENDS & DIGRAPHS 
GR. 1-2

DOUBLE-SIDED MAGNETIC LETTERS GR. 1-2

Our double-sided magnetic tiles stick together from every side for 
a fun, hands-on way to build language skills! The translucent tiles 
feature an uppercase letter on one side and the corresponding 
lowercase letter on the other, so kids can connect them to sequence 
the alphabet, build simple words and so much more! Set includes 48 
durable plastic tiles in 4 colors with super-safe built-in magnets.

BI5580

Students build new words with every flip! Our word building board 
is perfect for practicing tons of early phonics skills from building CVC 
words to identifying digraphs and final words! The board includes 
all 26 letters and allows kids to build words up to 6 letters long. Plus, 
the flips are color-coded to help students differentiate between 
consonants and vowels.

STUDENT WORD BUILDING BOARD GR. 1-3

BI4131BI4106

BI4769 BI4765

BI5579

Children add initial sounds to our handy practice cards and form 
tons of words that share rhyming patterns! The 40 cards each 
highlight a different word family and the cards are both write & 
wipe and reproducible! Write & wipe markers sold separately.

Mastering blends and digraphs with hands-on picture boards and 
letter clips kids can’t resist! Students just grab a board, then snap 
the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And 
with enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is 
perfect for multiple children to use at the same time! You get 20 
picture boards, 49 one-letter clips, 20 two-letter clips and a guide.

SET OF 

40 
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Our prompt box is a fantastic way to strengthen young writers’ skills 
with focused practice in 3 different writing styles! The set includes 
98 prompt cards that cover narrative, informative/explanatory and 
opinion/argument writing perfect for independent use, small groups 
and writing centers! The cards feature step-by-step instructions and 
easy-to-follow writing prompts, so kids can complete the writing 
activities on their own and get experience with everything from 
the pre-writing process and gathering ideas to grouping related 
information into paragraphs. Set comes in a storage box with tabbed 
dividers, and includes a wooden display stand and a rubric for 
evaluating student work.

READY TO WRITE! PROMPT BOX - GR. 4-5

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening! Ideal for individual, small-group or whole-
class instruction, our levelled set includes 50 double-sided cards that 
have a step-by-step language lesson on one side and a corresponding 
write & wipe activity to help students master the concept on the 
other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and 
confidence they need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of 
all, our activities mirror what students encounter on English language 
assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful 
teacher’s script to walk kids through the activities.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
ACTIVITY CARDS - GR. 3-5

SET OF 50

FREE 
ACTIVITY 
GUIDE!!!

FOCUS AREA LEARNING CENTRE

Gives kids daily practice with calendar 
concepts, the alphabet, counting and 
more while helping the whole class 
build literacy skills together! Our all-
in-one center features over 200 cards 
designed especially for circle time from 
calendar cards that teach and reinforce 
the days and months to fun picture cards 
that explore rhyming words, colours, 
shapes and more. Best of all, the center 
encourages lots of hands-on exploration 
with fun-to-touch tactile letter cards, a 
gumball machine with gumball counters, 
a weather spinner with stick-on clothing 
pieces, and more! The pocket chart also 
has built-in storage pockets and sturdy 
grommets for hanging, plus all the cards 
and pieces to complete each activity.

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES

BI5582 BI5581

BI2596
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STACK & BUILD PHONICS FLIP BOOKS  
GR. 1-3

BI3168

SNAP & BUILD PHONICS - COMPLETE SET - 
GR. 1-2

BI4772

Spelling words and mastering phonics is a snap with hands-on picture 
boards and letter clips kids can’t resist! Students just grab a board, 
then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the 
picture. And with enough letter clips to build all the words at once, 
each set is perfect for multiple children to use at the same time! You 
get all 3 sets shown, each with 20 picture boards, 60-69 letter clips, a 
divided storage box for easy cleanup and a guide.

Students flip, stack and build phonics skills and grow their 
vocabularies word after word! Kids simply open one of the 
photographic flip books and build the first word with the stacking 
tiles then they stack a new tile on top, changing one beginning, 
middle or ending sound at a time until they’ve built all the words in 
the book! You get 12 flip books covering short vowels, long vowels, 
blends and digraphs, plus 125 tiles in 3 bags.

PHONICS MAGNETIC WORD BUILDING BOARDS - COMPLETE SET - GR. 1-2

BI5583
BI3592
BI3593
BI3594
BI3595

COMPLETE SET
SHORT VOWELS
LONG VOWELS
DIGRAPHS
BLENDS

SUPER BUY!!!

TEACHER’S 

FAVOURITE

Children practice building dozens of words sound by sound—from simple CVC words to more challenging words with blends and 
digraphs! Our magnetic boards include everything students need to build 36 different words, including picture magnets with 
familiar, everyday images, plus letter magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted. Children simply stick picture tiles onto the 
left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building 
language skills as they go! Each color-coded set comes complete with a board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity 
guide. You get all 4 sets shown, for a total of 144 picture magnets and 144 letter magnets.
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Students get focused practice using context clues, defining idioms, 
identifying synonyms and antonyms, and more as they complete 
our quick, high-interest quiz cards! Each double-sided card features 
multiple-choice questions that target an essential vocabulary skill 
and give students valuable test prep practice. You get 125 cards in 5 
skill areas, plus 5 answer cards in a sturdy box for easy organization.

Students build fluency and comprehension skills as they read 
high-interest passages together then quiz each other on what 
they’ve read! You get 2 copies each of 12 different reading passages 
including stories, poems, nonfiction passages and more, for a total of 
24 script folders. Plus, each folder features a self-checking slider card 
with corresponding questions designed to reinforce comprehension 
skills. Students simply take turns reading the highlighted parts of 
their scripts then ask each other the comprehension questions to 
practice recalling details, recognizing facts and opinions, making 
inferences and more!

Children boost fluency as they read engaging partner scripts then test 
their comprehension skills as they quiz each other on what they’ve 
read! Box comes with 2 copies each of 12 different reading passages 
including stories, poems, nonfiction passages and more for a total of 
24 script folders. Plus, each folder features a self-checking slider card 
with corresponding questions designed to reinforce comprehension 
skills. Students simply take turns reading the highlighted parts of 
their scripts then ask each other the comprehension questions to 
practice recalling details, making inferences and more!

5-MINUTE VOCABULARY PRACTICE 
CARDS - GR. 3-5

FLUENCY & COMPREHENSION SCRIPTS 
GR. 3-5

FLUENCY & COMPREHENSION SCRIPTS 
GR. 4-7

TRICKY WORDS & PHASES TEACHING 
CARDS 

From “which” and “witch” to “piece of cake”, our teaching cards 
make tricky words and phrases easy to understand! Each sturdy, 
laminated card has a different idiom, homophone pair or multiple-
meaning word with simple sentences that show how it’s used in 
context, plus a picture clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve even 
included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each word 
or phrase, so students really master each one! You get all 3 sets 
shown, for a total of 120 cards. Cards measure 17.8cm x 22.9cm. 
Each set also available separately.

BI3132BI3131

COMPLETE SET INCLUDES:
- MULTIPLE MEANINGS 
- HOMOPHONES
- IDIOMS

BI5584 BI3174

TEACHER’S 

FAVOURITE
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BI4774

PHONICS & WORD RECOGNITION FELT KIT
GR. 1-2

BI4104

PHONICS WORD BUILDER MAGNET 
KIT - GR. 1-3

PHONICS FLIP BOOKS - GR. 1-3

From prefixes and suffixes to rimes, blends and digraphs, 
our language kit is packed with magnetic phonics tiles each 
colorcoded according to the sound it represents. Kids stick 
the phonics tiles onto our magnetic board and build lots 
of words by sounding them out. The magnetic board even 
comes with upper and lowercase alphabet tiles, so children 
can build any word they like. You get a board and over 170 
magnetic tiles.

These ready-to-use felt cutouts stick to any felt board or soft, brushed cloth 
surface without glue or adhesives! They’re easy to move and reuse again 
and again, encouraging interactive learning. The kit includes 62 pieces 31 
picture pieces (one for each consonant, plus long and short vowel sounds) 
and 31 corresponding word pieces.

SIGHT-WORDS GIANT ACTIVITY DICE - GR. 1-2

BI5586

TOUCH & READ PHONICS WORD MATCH 
COMPLETE SET - GR. 1-2

With our engaging match-ups, children master CVC words, vowel sounds, 
and blends and digraphs one phoneme at a time! Kids just select a word 
card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read 
the full word and find its matching picture card! You get all 3 sets shown, 
each with 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6 
answer cards

BI3157

Our easy-to-use flip books each focus on a specific spelling 
pattern, from long and short vowels to blends and digraphs. 
Students just flip the pages to create 6 to 8 simple words 
that share the same sounds and build reading and decoding 
skills as they go! Set includes 34 flip books that come in a 
storage box with tabbed dividers. Develops skills in two-
syllable words, blends, short vowels & long vowels, vowel 
combinations, and digraphs.

Kids develop essential reading skills with every roll of our hands-on activity 
dice! As students roll, they use the colour-coded dice to get hands-on 
practice with sight-words. Plus, the jumbo dice are made of durable foam 
for a quiet classroom experience, perfect for independent learning and 
small groups! Set comes in a handy storage tub with 12 dice and an activity 
guide filled with lots of games.

BI5585

NEW!!
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BI3457

A quick, easy way to introduce CVC words, sight-words and 
more our super-fun pool-themed games are sure to make 
a “splash”! Students just draw an inner-tube card, read the 
word aloud and keep the card if they read it correctly or 
start again if they draw a “Splash!” The first player to collect 
10 cards wins! You get all 5 games shown, each with 108 
cards.

Kids get fast-paced phonics practice with every roll of the 
dice! Our games help children decode new words by letting 
them focus on short vowel sounds, long vowel sounds, 
blends and digraphs, or word families. Kids just roll the dice 
and try to be the first to build all of their words sound by 
sound!.

SPELLER JUNIOR - GR. 1-3

The “Speller Junior” is a multicoloured board game, scientifically made to 
help children learn and practice spellings of 704 carefully selected curriculum-
related words. Players race along the path on the board to compete with each 
other by spelling the words correctly and scoring the maximum marks. The 
game includes a multicoloured play board, 352 spelling cards, play pieces and 
play rules. This way, children can develop their language skills while having 
fun.

SPELLER SENIOR - GR. 4-7

SPLASH READING GAMES 
COMPLETE SET

“Speller Senior” is a challenging and educational game to learn and practice 
spellings, pronunciation and improve vocabulary. The game contains a 
beautiful multi-coloured Play Board and 300 spelling cards that forms 900 
words of three difficulty levels based on the curriculum. Players are required 
to spell the words correctly to move around the play board while trying to be 
the first player/ team to reach the Start space. This way, children can develop 
their language skills while having fun!.

Our easy-to-play games provide fun, skill-
building practice with shades of meaning, 
vowel sounds, sight-words and more with 
every spin! Each game canister comes 
with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, 
plus 44 game tokens and 60 question 
cards designed to build foundational skills. 
Players simply spin to select a question in 
one of 3 categories, then collect tokens as 
they decode two-syllable words, identify 
key details in a text and more! The first 
player to collect 10 tokens wins! Complete 
set includes all 8 games shown, for a total 
of 480 question cards. Games each come 
with answer cards for easy self-checking. 
Each game also available separately. 

CAN DO! READING GAMES - GR 1-2 COMPLETE SET 

BI4190

BI4102

ROLL AND READ PHONIC GAMES 
COMPLETE SET - GR. 1-2

BI5587
BI5588
BI5589
BI5590
BI5591
BI5592
BI5593
BI5594
BI5595

NEW!!

COMPLETE SET
VOCABULARY
VOWEL SOUNDS
WORD FAMILIES
SIGHT WORDS
LANGUAGE SKILLS
PHONEMIC AWARENESS
COMPREHENSION
PHONICS

BI3456

SET OF 
5
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BI4192

Our easy-to-use flip books give students the practice they need to master 
100 different sight-words as they create fun rebus sentences, then read them 
aloud! Each book has 5 sets of flips covering 10-15 sight-words, plus helpful 
rebus pictures and ending punctuation. Children just flip through the pages to 
build each sentence and read it aloud, then flip to a new word or punctuation 
mark to change the meaning or expression. Each book even has the targeted 
words on the cover for easy reference! You get a set of 15 in a storage box.

With our easy-to-use magnetic sentence board, even the youngest readers can 
build tons of simple sight-word sentences! Our colour-coded magnetic board 
comes with 14 sight-word phrase magnets, 27 picture-word magnets and 3 
punctuation magnets. Children just place a phrase magnet in the red column, 
any picture-word magnet in the yellow column and finish off the rebus-style 
sentence with a period in the green column building vocabulary, reading 
fluency and more as they read each sentence aloud!.

BI4109

Children master 60 high-frequency words…as they put 
together fun-filled puzzles! Each box includes 20 puzzles 
covering the most essential sight-words with each level 
gradually progressing in difficulty, so students build skills 
step-by-step. Children just match the colour-coded letter 
pieces to each sight-word to build spelling skills and word 
recognition! Complete set includes all 3 levels shown, for a 
total of 60 self-correcting puzzles.

LEARNING SIGHT WORDS ACTIVITY 
CHEST - GR. 1-3

A super-engaging way for kids to explore sight-words hands 
on! Our ready-to-use center has four drawers filled with 
activity mats, chips, foam letters and tiles so children can 
match, find, build and write sight-words! Set contains 
over 100 pieces, including 26 cards, 52 activity mats, foam 
letters, plastic chips and a write & wipe marker.

FLIP & READ SIGHT-WORD SENTENCES - GR. 1-3

MAGNETIC SIGHT-WORD SENTENCE BOARD 
GR. 1-2

SIGHT WORD PUZZLE - COMPLETE SET 
GR. 1-3

BI3130

BI3151
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Our teaching cards make multiple-meaning words easy to understand! 
Each sturdy, laminated card has a different multiple-meaning word with 
simple sentences that show how it’s used in context, plus a picture clue 
for extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide 
targeted practice with each word, so children really master each one!

Our teaching cards make homophones easy to understand! Each 
sturdy, laminated card has a different homophone pair with simple 
sentences that show how each word is used in context, plus a 
picture clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity 
ideas that provide targeted practice with each homophone, so 
children really master each one!

UNDERSTANDING HOMOPHONES

PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS 
LEARNING PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET

UNDERSTANDING MULTIPLE MEANINGS

Students piece together early language skills with our colourful 
puzzles! To complete each puzzle, children simply find 3 picture 
pieces that rhyme or have a matching beginning, middle or ending 
sound. Only correct answers fit together perfectly giving kids 
instant reinforcement as they master early phonological skills. 
Each set has 12 three-piece puzzles and a guide. A total of 48 
puzzles. Also available separately.

BI5601

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
WRITING CENTER - GR. 2-5

Packed with engaging hands-on activities, our center helps students 
build critical English language skills! Children just follow the simple 
directions on each write & wipe activity card to complete and write 
sentences learning about parts of speech as they go. When kids are 
ready, they use the included answer cards to check their own work! 
Center includes 15 activity cards, 54 word tiles in 4 vinyl pouches, 4 
write & wipe markers, 2 answer cards and a guide enough hands-on 
materials for up to 4 children to use at once!

BI5603

BI5602

BI5596
BI5597
BI5598
BI5599
BI5600

COMPLETE SET
BEGINNING SOUNDS
MIDDLE SOUNDS
ENDING SOUNDS
RHYMING SOUNDS

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES
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SEQUENCE & WRITE STORY TILES KIT 
GR. 1-4

Our fun-to-sequence story tiles are specially designed to get kids 
writing creatively as they describe the setting and characters, The 
set includes 10 sequencing mats and 10 different sets of illustrated 
story tiles. Children place the tiles in order on their mat, then use the 
pictures to write their own story step-by-step! There are even key 
words on the back of each tile to get kids started. You get a total of 
60 tiles.

MAGNETIC STORY BOARD KIT - GR. 1-4

Kids tell imaginative stories with magnetic words and punctuation 
marks that are color-coded by part of speech! Our sentence building 
board includes loads of magnetic words that stick to the board with 
ease, allowing children to create sentences and entire stories again 
and again. The magnetic board comes with 190 magnets plus an 
activity guide all in a handy storage pouch.

CREATE-A-SCENE FELT BOARD SERIES 
GR. 1-3

MAGNETIC SEQUENCING RODS - GR. 1-2

Magnetic rods give kids tons 
of practice with early language 
skills! Each durable wooden rod is 
magnetic and shows an event for 
kids to sequence. Children simply 
place magnets right on each rod 
to sequence pictures for events 
like How to Bake a Cake, How to 
Wash a Dog and How to Build 
a Snowman! You get 8 rods, 32 
magnets and an activity guide.

Children watch a girl build a snowman, a mother bake a birthday 
cake and more…with simple picture stories that are lots of fun 
to sequence! Students just arrange 3-6 cards in logical order to 
complete each sequence then turn the cards over to check their 
answers! You get all 3 sets shown, for a total of 144 cards.

From inside a friendly pet shop to deep under the sea, children 
explore some of their favourite places with our engaging storytelling 
sets! Each ready-to-use kit is packed with all the cloth characters and 
props children need to bring the setting to life creating fun stories and 
dreaming up their own scenes! The colourful felt pieces stick right 
to the soft, brushed cloth surface and are super-easy to remove and 
rearrange. Complete set of 5 kits comes with over 200 mix & match 
pieces, all in a storage pouch.

STORY SEQUENCING CARDS 
COMPLETE SET - GR. 1-2

BI3284

BI5605

BI5604

BI5606

BI3278

NEW!!

SET OF 
5
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Inspire kids to write with prompt-filled posters that focus on the 
topics children know best themselves! From fun facts and future 
dreams to favorite books and a self-portrait, students can easily 
share their thoughts by writing and drawing right on our jumbo-
size posters. Simply display them on a wall or bulletin board for 
all to see building confidence and socialising.

ALL ABOUT ME WRITING POSTERS 
GR. 1-4

STORYTELLER WRITING BOX - GR. 1-3

Perfect for oral language practice, boosting vocabulary, exploring story 
elements and more, our ready-to-use box contains 45 color-coded 
prompts, each with cute illustrations of characters, locations and 
situations that help young storytellers get started. Children just reach 
in and pull out a card from each compartment of the box, then use the 
who, what and where they selected to tell their own original story! Box 
measures 38.1 cm in length.

BI3331

READING & WRITING ACTIVITY STATIONS - COMPLETE SET - GR. 1-3
BI5607
BI5608
BI5609
BI5610
BI5611
BI5612

Students build essential language skills 
in 5 key areas with fun-filled activity 
stations that let them work at their 
own pace! Each set features 4 different 
activities, all designed for up to 4 
children to work at once with enough 
hands-on materials for each student, 
plus a double-sided, tent-based flip 
book. Just set out the materials, 
introduce the activity then students 
follow the step-by-step instructions to 
find the main idea in a passage, build 
compound words, sort beginning & 
ending sounds, and more! You get all 
5 sets shown; each includes a guide 
with 4 reproducible activity sheets 
and a recording sheet for informal 
assessments. Each set also available 
separately.

SET OF 
30

NEW!!

COMPLETE SET
PHONICS
WORD WORK
READING COMPREHENSION
WRITING
VOCABULARY

BI5613
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THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR STORYTELLING KIT - GR. 1-2

This delightful kit is packed 
with all the cloth characters 
and props you need to bring 
one of children’s favourite 
stories to life! Ideal for use 
with our Storytelling Board 
with Magnetic Backing or 
other hook & loop-receptive 
surfaces, the 21 stuffed cotton 
pieces feature charming 
stitched-on and printed 
details all the pieces needed 
to tell the story. Hardcover 
book sold separately.

LEARNING TO GET ALONG - GR. 2-5

From resolving conflicts and sharing to being kind and polite, Our 
paperback collection includes 8 books with simple text and expressive 
illustrations, plus discussion questions and activity ideas in back that 
reinforce a variety of social-emotional skills. Each book is 35 pages.

SING LEARN AND PLAY CD COLLECTION 
- GR. 1-2

All time favourite tunes from good morning songs and classic nursery 
rhymes to learning songs in a collection of 20 CD’s with 250 songs. 
The collection comes with a fold open case for easy access and 
storage.

BI5614
BI5615

BI3356
BI2601

THE SEALS ON THE BUS BIG BOOK ACTIVITY KIT

A classic big book, cute storytelling 
props and engaging activities 
everything you need for lively 
literature-based learning! Our 
ready-to-use kit features a big book 
version of The Seals on the Bus 
and 9 wooden character paddles 
to retell the story. We’ve even 
included 10 activity cards that 
extend the fun of the book, plus 
a guide filled with cross-curricular 
activity ideas all in a plastic bag 
with handles for easy hanging.

KIT
BOOK

NEW!!

NEW!!
BI5616

TEACHER’S 
RESOURCES
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Introduce early readers to nonfiction text with high-interest books 
that provide tons of sight-word practice! Each book features full-
color photos and simple text that’s entirely made up of sight-words 
and rebus pictures, plus nonfiction topics that children will love to 
discover from farm animals to the five senses. As students explore 
each book, they focus on just 5-10 sight-words at a time and get the 
targeted practice they need to make each word their own! You get 
20 books.

NON-FICTION SIGHT-WORD READERS 
LEVEL 2 - GR. 1-3

Introduce early readers to nonfiction text with super-engaging books 
that provide tons of higher-level sight-word practice! Each book 
features full-color photos and simple text that’s entirely made up of 
sight-words and rebus pictures, plus nonfiction topics that children 
will love to discover from shapes to street signs. The set reviews 
the 32 sight-words in our Lakeshore Nonfiction Sight-Word Readers 
- Level 1 introduces 32 more! As students explore each book, they 
focus on just 4 to 9 new sight-words at a time and get the targeted 
practice they need to make each word their own!

BI5617

NON-FICTION SIGHT-WORD READERS - 
LEVEL 1 - GR. 1-3

BI5618

ALPHABET PICTURE STICKERS

Our gigantic sticker set is packed with more than 3,100 letters & enticing pictures…so kids can make a dictionary, 
spell simple words, create rebus sentences and more! You get a set of 120 stickers for each letter of the alphabet, 
including both uppercase and lowercase letters.

BI5673

NEW!!SET OF 
120
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These incredible, photo-filled books make 
real life even more exciting than fiction! 
Super-accessible text, stunning photos and 
illustrations, and tons of fascinating facts take 
students on an amazing reading journey as 
they dive with dolphins, visit a space station, 
witness a volcano in action and more. Each 
fascinating set includes 10 illustrated books 
that really inspire students to read and 
explore real-life subjects they’ll enjoy from 
cover to cover. Perfect for emerging to fluent 
readers, the series includes all 4 sets shown, 
for a total of 40 paperback books

EYEWITNESS NONFICTION READERS - COMPLETE SERIES - GR. 3-5

GUIDED READING LEVELED BOOK SETS  
COMPLETE LIBRARY - GR. 1-3

Build reading skills at just the right level! With fiction and nonfiction 
titles that let small groups of students explore a variety of texts, 
our engaging books are leveled using Fountas and Pinnell’s system, 
featuring simple language and familiar subjects to support young 
readers. The Complete Library includes 5 Leveled Book Sets A-E, each 
with 20 books plus an activity guide.

Build reading skills at just the right level! With fiction and nonfiction 
titles that let small groups of students explore a variety of texts, 
our engaging books are leveled using Fountas and Pinnell’s system, 
featuring simple language and familiar subjects to support young 
readers. The set includes 20 Level A books (5 copies each of 2 fiction 
and 2 nonfiction titles), plus an activity guide.

GUIDED READING BOOK SET - LEVEL A
GR 1-3

These incredible, photo-filled books feature enticing illustrations 
and slightly more difficult text than our level 1 readers. Packed with 
fascinating facts, the books take children on amazing journeys from 
witnessing a volcano in action to learning how veterinarians care for 
animals! Set includes 10 paperback books; each is 32 pages.

EYEWITNESS NONFICTION READERS 
LEVEL 2 - GR. 2-5

These incredible, photo-filled books feature greater detail, more 
complex sentence structures and advanced themes than our level 
2 readers! Packed with fascinating facts, the books take children 
on amazing journeys from exploring the mysteries of the Bermuda 
Triangle to Abraham Lincoln’s fight for equality! Set includes 10 
paperback books; each is 48 pages.

EYEWITNESS NONFICTION READERS
LEVEL 3 - GR. 3-6 - COMPLETE SERIES

BI5624

BI5622BI5621

BI5623

BI5625
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Our skill-building books introduce word families in context with fun-
filled rhymes and irresistible stories kids will want to read again and 
again! Created especially for emergent readers, each book features 5 
to 9 words from the same word family so kids get the repetition they 
need to master spelling patterns and read with confidence

I CAN READ! READERS COMPLETE SERIES
GR. 1-3

Engaging stories, lovable characters and helpful illustrations make 
these high-interest readers the perfect transition from picture books 
to text-based books! The sets gradually increase in difficulty, so 
children build reading skills and confidence as they go. You get all 3 
levels shown, for a total of 30 books; each book is 32 to 64 pages.

WORD FAMILY READERS - GR. 1-3

This nonfiction read-along kit is just the right level for students 
learning to read on their own! Students explore tons of fascinating 
facts about trains with simple text and beautiful photos. Kit includes 
4 copies of the paperback book and a read-along CD.

TRAINS READ-ALONG - GR. 2-5 SOLAR SYSTEM BOOK LIBRARY - GR. 1-3

Students take a field trip through space, learn why stars twinkle, 
observe the phases of the moon and more with super-accessible 
books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly 
coordinated to our Solar System Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3, our library 
contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics even 
further including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

BI3188BI5630

BI5627
BI5628
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WHAT GOES TOGETHER? ACTIVITY BOX
GR. 1-2

Prepare children for reading with lots of practice in problem solving! 
This handy box comes with 8 activity mats and 24 realistic miniatures 
from a ship and a truck to a cow and an apple. Kids just pair the 
miniatures with pictures on the mats building sorting and classifying 
skills hands on as they match a mouse to cheese, a monkey to a 
banana.

READING FLASH CARDS LIBRARY 
COMPLETE SET - GR. 1-2

Ideal for skills review and test preparation, our handy flash cards 
give students the practice they need to master spelling skills,boost 
vocabulary, use words in context and more! Complete set includes 
all 7 packs shown. Each pack includes 72-96 cards.

GIANT SENTENCE BUILDING CUBES 
GR. 1-2

Sentence building is more fun than ever with jumbo cubes students 
love to mix and match! The super-size cubes are colour-coded by 
part of speech, featuring nouns, verbs, adjectives, punctuation 
marks and more. Students simply arrange the cubes to build logical 
or silly sentences again and again! Set includes 40 dense foam 
cubes printed on all six sides, plus an activity guide;Develops skills 
in building sentences, grammar and punctuation.

HEAR MYSELF SOUND PHONE - GR. 1-2

This ingenious, fun-to-use 
phone lets children hear 
themselves talk so kids can 
really focus on every sound 
they say! Perfect for exploring 
letter sounds, phoneme 
blending, phonics practice, 
oral reading and more the 
molded plastic phone is 
sized just for kids, with a 
lightweight, easy-grip handle.

BUILDING LANGUAGE PHOTO LIBRARY
GR. 1-2

These 270 cards have enticing photos on front and the name of each 
object on back prompting kids to discuss the items pictured and build 
vocabulary and communication skills! Each card measures 11.3 cm x 
14.6 cm. Set includes blanks to add your own words.

ECHO MICROPHONE - GR. 1-3

Perfect for oral language 
exercises, sound 
manipulation, encouraging 
correct pronunciation and 
more, this lightweight 
microphone makes it a 
cinch for kids to amplify 
their voices and gain the 
confidence they need to 
become effective speakers. 
And it doesn’t even need 
batteries!.

BI3122

BI4189

BI3257BI4766

NEW!!
AWARD 

WINNER!!

BI5631

BI4128
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The boards also stimulate bilateral integration i.e. the co-ordination 
between the left and right hands which strengthens the communication 
between the left and right sides of the brain. Bilateral integration is an 
essential developmental skill that children need to cope at school

Midline crossing emerges as a child develops bilateral 
coordination skills. As the child learns to coordinate a strong hand 
which is doing something skilled (eg cutting) and an assistant 
hand which is helping (eg holding the paper), the ability to 
spontaneously cross the midline develops.

BIG LAZY 8 – INFINITY SYMBOL - GR. 1-3DOODLE BOARD - DOUBLE SPIRAL 8

OVER AND BACK PATTERNS ANTICLOCKWISE
GR. 1-3

ALPHABET UPPERCASE CURSIVE - GR. 1-3

DOWN UP DOWN PATTERN - GR. 1-3

ALPHABET UPPER/LOWERCASE  
COMBINATION STANDARD PRINT - GR. 1-3

ALPHABET UPPER/LOWERCASE COMBINATION 
CURSIVE - GR. 1-3

ALPHABET LOWERCASE CURSIVE  - GR. 1-3

BI3544

BI3540

BI3560

BI3547

BI3553BI3559

BI3561

BI3542
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Our hands-on learning letters help kids develop the skills they 
need to really start printing and build letter recognition along the 
way! Each wooden letter has a clear-view plastic top, with a fun 
metal ball sealed right inside. Kids use the permanently attached 
magnetic pen to guide the ball along the lines and curves of each 
letter and develop early printing skills as they go! Set includes 26 
lowercase letters in a handy tray.

Here’s a fun, hands-on way to help children master the lines and curves 
that form uppercase letters! Kids simply grab a letter card and use the 
magnetic builders to copy the shape of the letter. The tough plastic 
pieces stick together at any angle for frustration-free practice every 
time, with or without the letter cards. Set comes with 26 letter cards, 
24 pieces in 4 designs, and a guide.

LOWERCASE LEARNING LETTERS - GR. 1-2

MAGNETIC LETTER BUILDERS - GR. 1-2BUILD THE LETTER ACTIVITY CENTER
GR. 1-2

Get children excited about alphabet practice with our innovative 
activity center! This skill-building center gives early learners a 
hands-on way to explore letters as they follow simple prompts on 
activity cards to build letters piece by piece using snap-together 
parts. You get 26 double-sided activity cards and 28 snap-together 
letter builders.

BI4770

BI2403 BI2402

A super-engaging way to explore the alphabet right at kids 
fingertips! The activity cards feature extra big lowercase letters 
with a special textured surface. Children just trace each letter with 
their fingers to develop pre-writing skills and letter recognition 
and master the strokes they’ll need to start printing! You get 26 
cards.

A super-engaging way to explore the alphabet right at kids fingertips! 
The activity cards feature extra big uppercase letters with a special 
textured surface children just trace each letter with their fingers to 
develop pre-writing skills and letter recognition and master the strokes 
they’ll need to start printing! You get 26 cards.

LOWERCASE TACTILE LETTERS - GR. 1-2 UPPERCASE TACTILE LETTERS - GR. 1-2

These big wooden numbers each feature a clear-view plastic top with 
a fun metal ball sealed inside. Children simply use the permanently 
attached magnetic wand to guide the ball along the lines and curves of 
each number and learn to print each one as they go! You get a set of 10 
learning numbers from 0 to 9, all in a handy wooden tray

BI4179

BI2401

LEARNING NUMBERS - GR. 1-2

BI2399
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PENCIL GRIP - GR. 1-2

Our super-soft pencil grips put fingers in the proper position to write! 
All 12 rubber grips easily slide onto standard and jumbo pencils. Grips 
measure 3.8 cm and come in 6 colours.

WRITING CLAWS - GR. 1-2

Teach pencil grip without holding kids hands! Our writing claws fit 
easily on pens and pencils to promote proper finger placement. The 
latex- and phthalate-free grips come in 6 colors.

BUMP PATTERN CLOCKWISE MOVEMENT
GR. 1-3

SWING PATTERN MOVEMENT - GR. 1-3

GIANT TRACING NUMBERS - GR. 1-2

Children just trace along the dotted lines of our giant hardwood 
numbers and get tons of hands-on printing practice with every 
stroke! Each number has coloured dots that show students exactly 
where to start and stop, and numbered arrows to encourage proper 
formation. Plus, they’re write & wipe, so children just erase their 
marks to practice again and again! You get numbers 1-20; largest 
measures 12.7 cm wide. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

WRITE & WIPE ALPHABET PRACTICE CARDS
GR. 1-2

Kids build alphabet skills letter by letter with write & wipe cards they 
can use again and again! Each card has a familiar image that begins 
with a different letter, plus ruled baselines and dotted starter lines 
for printing upper- and lowercase letters. There’s even a word at the 
bottom to reinforce letter sounds! Set includes 26 cards.

PRE-WRITING BOARD SET - GR. 1-3

LEFT-RIGHT - GR. 1-3

BI3582 BI3580

BI2612

BI3546

BI3545 BI4891

BI4890

BI3178
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BI2461

BI2457

COMMUNITY WORKERS POSTER

MOODS AND EMOTIONS POSTER 
PACK

DIFFERING ABILITIES POSTER PACK

CHILDREN OF THE WORLD POSTERS 
PACK

FAMILIES POSTER PACK

SET OF 

20!
BI2462

SET OF 
20!

SET OF 

20!

SET OF 

20! SET OF 

20!

BI2460BI2458
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BIG BOOK STORYTELLING ACTIVITY KITS - 
COMPLETE SET
BI5632
BI5634
BI5635
BI5616
BI5633

COMPLETE SET
MOUSE PAINT
SILLY SALLY
THE SEALS ON THE BUS
IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A 
COOKIE

BI5636
BI5637
BI5638
BI5639

DINOSAURS, DINOSAURS
IN THE TALL, TALL GRASS
THE COW THAT WENT OINK
FROM CATERPILLAR TO 
BUTTERFLY

BOOKCASE 
GREEN
BI4844

BOOKCASE 
TURQUOISE
BI4845

BOOKCASE 
GREY
BI4843

Our bookcase range is made of heavy-duty polyester fabric with laminated sides. It has 5 deep pockets. Ideal for storing books. 
Dimensions: 72 X 34 X 92cm

Here’s the perfect place to store all 8 of our Big 
Book Storytelling Activity Kits! Metal rack measures 
71cm (w) x 91cm (h).

ACTIVITY KIT STORAGE RACK

Classic big books, cute storytelling props and engaging activities—everything you need 
for lively literature-based learning! Each kit features a big book, plus all the props 
needed to retell the story from hand puppets to soft-stuffed characters. We’ve even 
included activity materials like riddles and story sequencing cards that extend the 
fun of the book, plus a guide filled with cross-curricular activity ideas! Complete set 
includes all 8 kits shown (rack not included); each comes in a hanging bag

BI5640

NEW!!
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BI5650

Our fun-to-play games help students learn from one another as they 
discuss empathy, kindness and respect, and feelings and emotions!  
Players move along each themed, 30cm x 30cm game board, 
drawing cards that invite them to share, explain and show how 
they’d handle everyday situations collecting chips as they go.  The 
first player to collect 20 chips wins!  You get all 3 games; each sets 
up in a snap and includes everything needed for 2-4 players.

PHONICS SKILL-BUILDING BOOK SETS - 
COMPLETE LIBRARY - GR. 1-3

Build beginning reading skills - with simple, phonics-based books 
students will love! Perfect for small-group learning, our engaging sets 
help children learn to read - with the books focusing on specific vowel 
sounds, blends or digraphs to provide lots of targeted reinforcement.  
You get all 4 sets listed below, each with 20 books (4 copies each of 5 
different titles), plus an activity guide. Books are 8 pages.

A fun-to-play game, picture cards, simple readers, hands-on work 
mats and so much more. Our kit has all you need to accelerate 
learning and help kids master letter sounds, CVC words and sight-
words!  You even get 12 activity cards featuring helpful information 
for using the materials to focus on priority skills and address 
unfinished learning.

ACCELERATE LEARNING PHONICS & 
DECODING KIT - GR. 1-3

Boost kids’ understanding & reinforce important phonics and 
decoding concepts with our all-in-one language kit featuring 
everything from a fun book with chant-along phonics rhymes and a 
game focused on two-syllable words to chunky prefix & suffix dice 
and a word building flipboard!  Plus, the 12 activity cards include 
ideas for using the materials, extension activities and more, all 
designed to address unfinished learning and emphasize priority skills. 

BI5647

GRAB & PLAY SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
GAMES - COMPLETE SET - GR. 1-3

BI5649

ACCELERATE LEARNING BEGINNING 
PHONICS KIT - GR. 1-3

BI5648

NEW RELEASES!!!
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MEET THE STANDARDS HANDS-ON 
SCIENCE KITS GR. 2 - COMPLETE SET

BI5502

These hands-on kits target essential standards—from developing 
a model to represent landforms to comparing plants in various 
habitats! You get all 3 kits, each with 4 double-sided, 21.6cm x 
28cm Investigation cards that help students make inquiries and 
design investigations, materials to complete the 4 investigations, 4 
Connection cards that help relate findings to the real world, plus a 
detailed guide featuring full lesson plans, possible outcomes and 
more!

MEET THE STANDARDS HANDS-ON 
SCIENCE KITS GR. 3 - COMPLETE SET

BI5503

Get students thinking like scientists as they master key Next 
Generation Science Standards* for third grade—identifying patterns 
in movement to predict future motion, using data to describe 
climates in different regions, and more! The set includes all 3 hands-
on kits, each with 4 double-sided, 21.6cm x 28cm Investigation 
cards that help students make inquiries and design investigations, 
materials for conducting 4 different investigations, and 4 Connection 
cards for relating findings to the real world. Each kit also includes a 
comprehensive guide with lesson plans, safety tips and more!

FORCE AND MOTION ACTIVITY LAB

BI3206

Students develop a concrete understanding of gravity, energy, 
friction and more…as they experiment with forces & learn how 
they affect motion! Children just follow simple instructions to 
complete 7 hands-on experiments—from creating pendulums and 
experimenting with friction to measuring pull forces and building 
inclined planes! You get 53 experiment pieces, including pulleys, 
spring scales, ramps, launchers and more.

SIMPLE MACHINES ACTIVITY LAB

Students discover how simple machines make work easier…as they 
build realistic models and perform hands-on experiments! Our lab 
includes high-quality, extra-durable beechwood components, plus 7 
hands-on experiment cards that walk students through how to build 
and use a pulley, an inclined plane, a wheel and axle, and more. The 
cards even include information on back that explains each machine 
and how it’s used in the real world! Lab comes complete with 39 
experiment pieces

BI3207

FREE 
GUIDE 

INCLUDED!!!

FREE 
GUIDE 

INCLUDED!!!
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MEET THE STANDARDS HANDS-ON 
SCIENCE KITS - GR.4 - COMPLETE SET

From asking questions and predicting outcomes about how 
energy changes when objects collide to using a model to describe 
how animals receive and process information, our engaging kits 
support Next Generation Science Standards* for fourth grade! The 
set includes all 3 kits, each with 4 double-sided, 21.6cm x 28cm 
Investigation cards that encourage critical and scientific thinking, 
materials for 4 investigations and 4 Connection cards for making 
real-world connections. Plus, you get a guide with detailed lesson 
plans, investigation tips, possible solutions and much more!

BI5504

Our information-packed kits encourage kids to conduct 
investigations that support Next Generation Science Standards* 
for fifth grade! From synthesizing information about how science 
can boost conservation to developing a model to show that matter 
is made of particles too small to see, kids map out investigations, 
explain their process and relate findings to the real world. Set 
includes all 3 kits, each with 4 double-sided, 21.6cm x 28cm 
Investigation cards, materials for 4 investigations and 4 Connection 
cards. Plus, you get a guide with extensive lesson plans, possible 
answers and more!

BI5505

MEET THE STANDARDS HANDS-ON 
SCIENCE KITS - GR.5 - COMPLETE SET

CAN DO! SCIENCE DISCOVERY KIT - COMPLETE SET

Our ready-to-use kits invite children to discover color, light, magnetism and more! Each kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that let 
students conduct experiments on their own...plus everything you need for each activity—from ramps and balls to shakers and bells. 
Complete set includes all 6 kits shown.

FREE 
GUIDE 

INCLUDED!!!

FREE 
GUIDE 

INCLUDED!!!

BI5360
BI2606
BI3214
BI3215
BI3213
BI3212
BI3210

COMPLETE SET
SINK AND FLOAT DISCOVERY KIT
SOUND DISCOVERY KIT
MOTION DISCOVERY KIT
COLOUR AND LIGHT DISCOVERY KIT
MAGNIFICATION DISCOVERY KIT
MAGNETS DISCOVERY KIT
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Students explore everything from light and color to magnetism, weather, plant life and more with a fully loaded science chest that 
couldn’t be easier to use! It has 4 drawers packed with hands-on supplies from eyedroppers and measuring cups to magnets, magnifiers, 
thermometers and much more. Best of all, you get 60 activity cards colour-coded to each drawer, so you can easily find the materials for 
each experiment. Students just follow the step-by-step instructions to explore physical science, earth and space science, and life science 
hands on!

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects; 
our activity tub has everything students need to investigate the 
different states of matter! Tub includes 40 cards with engaging, 
standards-based activities covering 5 different curriculum areas; 
math, language, science, social studies and art and craft. Plus, you 
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in-depth, 
including foam, wood and metal blocks, test tubes, eyedroppers, food 
colouring, a balance scale plus write and wipe experiment posters, 
vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more!

MATTER ACTIVITY TUB - FP

BI3226

SCIENCE DISCOVERY CHEST 

BI3211

FREE 
ACTIVITY 

CARDS!!!

BEGINNERS SCIENCE LAB

Children discover the magic of science...with a ready-to-use lab 
designed just for beginners! Kids just follow the step-by-step 
instructions to complete 12 simple experiments—from building a 
volcano and growing colourful crystals to creating realistic snow and 
experimenting with space sand!

NEW!!

BI5507
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NATURAL SCIENCES AND 
TECHNOLOGY KIT 

BI3224

10 GROUP TOOL KIT

Kit contains the tools kids need to work with technology kits. Supplied in a sturdy plastic 
storage container. Tools include: cutting knives, universal scissors, junior hacksaws, 
bench hooks, hand drills and bits, reamers, pliers, files, screwdrivers, and table vice.

CHEMISTRY KIT

BI3229

Designed for learner participation and group 
work. Complete set of small conventional 
apparatus. Suitable for all chemistry 
experiments from Gr. 4-12. Items housed in a 
sturdy tray with lid.

ELECTRICITY ACTIVITY LAB

Our classroom-safe lab makes electricity concepts easy to grasp—with 
hands-on experiments and ready-to-use tools! The 29 pieces come with 
7 cards featuring step-by-step experiments, from testing for conductors 
to creating a simple switched circuit. Plus, the back of each card has 
background information on the scientific concept covered by the 
experiment—so children learn important facts as they work! Requires 4 
“D” batteries (not included).

BI3209

This kit covers the intermediate phase and Grade 7 curriculum. It 
encourages learner participation for up to 10 groups. Housed in a 
lockable metal cabinet with topic trays

ACTIVITY 

BOOK 

INCLUDED

FREE LEARNER WORKSHEET!!!

BI3238

TEACHERS’ FAVOURITE
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With the Block Play STEM Kit, students use blocks, links, ramps and 
balls to learn about STEM concepts like structure, momentum, gravity 
and more! Kit includes 46 wooden pieces, 20 plastic links, 8 activity 
cards and a card stand.

BLOCK PLAY STEM EARLY LEARNING KIT

With the Active Play STEM Kit, students learn about STEM 
concepts including force, weight and balance. Kit includes a 
balance beam, 6 beanbags, a trampoline, 8 activity cards and a 
card stand.

ACTIVE PLAY STEM EARLY LEARNING KIT

With the Water Play STEM Kit, students learn about STEM concepts 
and the properties of water! Kit includes 22 water pipes, 50 foam boat 
pieces, 4 weighted figures, a measuring cup, 8 activity cards and a card 
stand with suction feet for stability in a water table.

WATER PLAY STEM EARLY LEARNING KIT

If your students are new to STEM, then this super simple learning kits 
are made for you! Our kits come ready to use and easily integrates into 
your classroom’s existing activities with no prep work and no guesswork! 
Simply set out the materials and display one of the illustrated activity 
cards. Let children start discovering on their own, naturally solving 
problems as they play and explore. The back of each card also has simple 
teaching tips and discussion questions making it super easy to use.

BI3357

BI3958

Kids love thrilling coasters and now they can design their own! 
Through trial and error, students learn how the track position 
affects the disk as it rolls and falls from track to track and into 
the goal box. Plus, the magnetic tracks stick to any flat magnetic 
surface so they are perfect to use with our Stand-up Magnetic 
Write & Wipe Centre. Includes 5 double-sided challenge cards, 3 
disks, a goal box and 10 magnetic tracks

ENGINEERING-A-COASTER ACTIVITY KIT

BI3360
(SCIENCE - TECHNOLOGY - ENGINEERING - MATHEMATICS)

      S                   T                    E                    M

BI3358

LEARNING KITS
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BI3367

Kids construct a working parachute, design a leak-proof roof and engineer 
a floating raft! Our kits were specially developed to help children think 
like real scientists and engineers as they explore the STEM design process 
and solve problems. Students plan, build and test their designs and then 
improve them until they are successful. Kits come packed with everything 
needed to complete 3 exciting challenges plus detailed lesson plans that 
make it easy to focus.

REAL-WORLD STEM CHALLENGING KIT STEM SCIENCE STATION - MAGNETS

BI3361

STEM SCIENCE STATION - SINK AND FLOATSTEM SCIENCE STATION - MOTION

Children use magnets to push cars up a ramp, move a magnetic 
mouse through a maze and more as they learn all about 
magnetism and magnetic fields! Our innovative STEM science 
station encourages children to learn about  magnetism through 
hands-on exploration. It includes 8 cards that prompt students 
to perform simple experiments with all the hands-on materials 
to complete each one.

BI3363

Kids get a hands-on understanding of objects in motion as they race carts 
down ramps, launch bugs toward a target and more! Our innovative 
STEM science station encourages children to learn about motion through 
hands-on exploration. It includes 8 cards that prompts children to perform 
simple experiments with all the hands-on materials to complete each one. 
Plus, the station features an engineering activity to extend the learning 
and build critical thinking and problem solving skills.

BI3362

From making a raft to getting a sea star to float, our innovative 
STEM science station is packed with hands-on experiments 
that help children explore and understand the science behind 
buoyancy! It includes 8 cards that prompt students to perform 
simple experiments with all the hands-on materials to complete 
each one. Plus, the station features an engineering activity to 
extend the learning and build critical thinking and problem 
solving skills.
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From concocting a batch of bouncing bubbles to creating a glowing ice 
sphere, our lab is packed with amazing experiments that prove how 
cool chemistry can be! Six simple experiments each include step-by-step 
instructions—plus fun scientific facts…so they’re perfect for introducing 
children of all ages to the wonders of chemistry! Lab includes over 20 
pieces. Black light measures 14.6cm and requires 2 “AA” batteries (not 
included).

YOUNG SCIENTIST CHEMISTRY LAB

Our easy-to-use set lets young scientists view specimens at 
100, 600…even 1,200 times their normal size! Handy plastic 
case comes with a top-quality metal microscope, plus all the 
tools children need to observe and discover—including 5 
prepared slides, 9 blank slides, tweezers, vials, collection jars, 
a hand magnifier and much more.

YOUNG SCIENTIST MICROSCOPE SET

BI5511

This bright, easy-to-read reference poster shows the entire periodic 
table of elements—with all the relevant atomic facts! Made from 
sturdy, durable paper, the poster features reproducible activities, 
subject information and helpful tips on back.

PERIODIC TABLE

BI5509

DIGITAL SCALE

Our top-quality precision scale is perfect for the classroom! It has a 
digital screen that displays weight in both grams and ounces...and it’s 
super-accurate—with only a 1-gram variance. Plus, there’s a special 
function that lets you reset the scale to zero, so students can measure 
liquids and added weight! Scale has auto shut-off; holds up to almost 
3kg. Scale measures 22.9cm.

BI5510

NEW!!

BI5508
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Our clear-view tubes are a fascinating way for kids to get hands-on experience with 
friction, flow and speed. Each tube is designed to showcase a different aspect of 
motion. Children simply flip the tubes and watch as the angle of a track determines 
the speed of the balls. The size of the funnel controls flow and the smoothness of 
the track controls how fast or slow the balls move! You get a set of 3 permanently 
sealed tubes.

Translucent colour plastic paddles in primary and 
secondary colours, ideal for colour mixing. The larger 
size makes them ideal for group work as well as 
individual exploration

BI2607

Our leakproof tubes let kids see science concepts in action! Just flip them over to 
see gravity in motion, observe how liquids of different densities separate, view 
water currents, learn about buoyancy and more! Includes 4 plastic tubes.

TRANSLUCENT COLOUR PADDLE SET

COLOUR MIXING GLASSESMOTION DISCOVERY TUBES

LIQUID DISCOVERY TUBES

BI3216 BI2397

These unique child-size glasses and interchangeable 
lenses let students observe the world while learning 
about colour. Features 8 easy-to-change lenses, 2 each 
in red, yellow and blue and distortion lenses that let 
you see the world like a bug. It teaches primary colours 
as well as mixing to make secondary colours combining 
up to two lenses per side. Includes colour mixing chart. 
Durable plastic glasses are sized just right for children, 
and wipe clean with a damp cloth.

BI5226

JUMBO MAGNIFIERS (SET OF 6)

Observe on a grand scale with our extra-large 
magnifiers, sized perfectly for small hands. Supports 
life science explorations as children observe plants, 
animals and insects. Features built-in stands for hands-
free use.

BI2396

FREE COLOUR-MIXING CHART
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Our engaging building centre teaches kids to look closer at real life 
designs. Our centre includes 130 geometric interlocking plastic pieces 
and 8 photo cards showing actual buildings as well as tons of hands-
on manipulatives that invite children to build, explore and engineer 
again and again. 

HOUSE BUILDING ENGINEERING CENTRE

Our kit was created to encourage open ended building with minimal 
teaching involvement. Our centre includes 480 plastic materials 
plus 8 photo cards showing actual bridges plus tons of hands-on 
manipulatives that invite children to build, explore and engineer.

BRIDGE BUILDING ENGINEERING CENTRE

Our kit was created to encourage open ended building with minimal 
teaching involvement. Our centre includes 60 snap together pieces 
plus 8 photo cards showing actual vehicles plus tons of hands-on 
manipulatives that invite children to build, explore and engineer. 

VEHICLE BUILDING ENGINEERING CENTRE

BI3364

BI3365BI3366

Kids engineer happy ending to fairy tales as they design a house that 
can’t be blown down, construct a bridge that keeps 3 goats safe from 
the troll and build a chair even Goldilocks can’t break! Our kits help 
children discover the STEM in their favourite fairy tales and naturally 
inspire them to explore each challenging situation until they find a 
solution! Each kit comes with a STEM-focused story card, building 
materials, a guide, plus student and teacher cards with lesson plans 
and full support. You get all 3 kits shown for a total of 165 building 
pieces.

FAIRY TALES PROBLEM SOLVING KIT

BI3359
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MAGNET KIT

Amaze children with the wonders of magnetism as they make magnets float in mid-air, go on a magnet scavenger hunt...even see 
how a magnet’s poles work. Kit includes magnetic wands, horseshoe magnets, bar magnets and more! You also get 20 activity cards 
featuring exciting experiments, each with an explanation on the back to reinforce key concepts and ideas. Kit includes 107 pieces, all 
in a storage tub.

Students explore the fascinating effects of magnetism and play a hands-on role in making magnets float, spin, flip, slide, twirl, push and pull. 
The center demonstrates how magnets attract and repel. Wooden discovery station comes with an illustrated activity card with step-by-step 
instructions for 4 different experiments. 

BI3219 BI3220 BI3221

FLIP AND TWIRL MAGNET 
DISCOVERY CENTRE

FLOAT AND SPIN MAGNET 
DISCOVERY CENTRE

PUSH AND PULL MAGNET 
DISCOVERY CENTRE

MAGNETS

BI3144

ACTIVITY 
CARDS 

INCLUDED
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Our ready-to-use lab has everything students need to explore magnetism—
hands on! You get 7 easy-to-follow experiment cards with skill-building 
investigations on front and scientific information on back…plus all the 
materials students need for unlimited exploration and discovery—including 
bar magnets, compasses, electromagnets and more. Lab comes with 50 
experiment pieces. Requires 4 “AA” batteries (not included).

MAGNET ACTIVITY LAB

Super-powerful and perfectly sized for children’s hands. 
Thick magnets measure: 6cm (L) x 2.9cm (W) x 1.27cm 
(H).

SUPER STRONG MAGNET BRICKS 
SET OF 12

BI5512
BI3208

Kids follow the pattern cards to stack coloured ring magnets and discover how 
magnet attract and repel. Not suitable for children under 3.

STACK AND MATCH MAGNET RINGS

BI3223

Children just press their hands on our colour changing 
board and leave behind a surprising impression. Our 
heat sensitive board changes colours as little fingers 
trace letters, draw shapes and more, giving kids hours 
of delightful fine motor practice and an introduction to 
pre-writing.

COLOUR CHANGING TOUCH BOARD

BI2605
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Which organ sends messages to your body at speeds of up to 290km/
hour? Kids find out with this captivating game! It has over 60 fun 
questions for children to explore, plus an anatomical torso with 
removable body parts kids. Torso measures 26.7cm.

BI5514

Our all-in-one board is the perfect way to introduce key part of the human body! 
After kids study the diagrams to learn about major bones and organs, they 
place the matching chunky foam magnets on the board to practice one-to-one 
correspondence. All 16 magnets fit at the bottom of the sturdy board, making it 
easy to start over and use again! Board includes an activity guide.

MY BODY MAGNETIC ACTIVITY BOARD 

BI4056

FASCINATING FACTS HUMAN BODY GAME

Our child-sized apron gives kids an inside view of their 
bodies! Kids just match the organs to the outlines on 
the apron to learn where each body part belongs! 
Silkscreened apron comes with an adjustable “brain” 
headband and 9 soft, stuffed organs that attach with hook 
& loop fastener. 

WHAT’S INSIDE ME? APRON

BI5515

It’s easy to demonstrate good oral hygiene with our jumbo teeth 
and toothbrush. Plastic teeth are hinged so toothbrush bristles can 
clean all teeth - even in hard-to-reach areas. Teeth measures 15.9cm 
across; toothbrush measures 36.8cm. 

DENTAL CARE MODEL

BI1115
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BI2608

Children get an intriguing view of 3 unique life cycles with a sequencing 
kit that puts science concepts right at their fingertips! Our kit highlights 
the life cycles of a butterfly, a chicken and a frog with 5 realistic 
manipulatives for each animal. Each manipulative shows a different 
stage in the animal’s life cycle, from egg to adult, so children can 
put them in sequential order…or compare one animal’s life cycle to 
another! Kit includes 15 vinyl manipulatives.

LIFE CYCLE SEQUENCING KIT

Seeds grow right before your eyes! You get three plexiglas 
greenhouses containing a nontoxic gel that accelerates growth 
and gives children a clear view of the roots. The gel contains 
all the nutrients the plants need—no watering required! Lab 
includes all you need for 3 plants. Greenhouses measure 
12cm.

SEE IT GROW PLANT LAB

SCIENCE VIEWERS COMPLETE SET

BI2398

An up-close look at the wonders of nature! Our kid-sized viewers come packed with amazingly life-like photos and are super easy for little ones 
to use. Children just slide a disk in, then pull the lever to switch from one fascinating image to the next! Each set come with a rugged plastic 
viewer and 35 photos on 5 disks. Complete set includes all five sets shown, for a total of 175 photos.

AWARD 
WINNER!

BI5516
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From exciting experiments to 
high-interest writing projects, 
our activity tub has everything 
students need to investigate 
the amazing world of animals! 
The tub includes 40 cards 
with engaging, standards-
based activities covering 5 
different curriculum areas: 
math, language, science, social 
studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, 
you get tons of ready-to-use 
materials for exploring concepts 
in depth, including photo cards, 
a food chain slider, animal 
footprint stamps…plus write 
& wipe experiment posters, 
vocabulary cards, writing 
prompts and more! Tub includes 
a guide with differentiated 
instruction strategies.

ANIMALS ACTIVITY TUB - GR. 1-3

BI5517

Our fact-packed tablet is totally dino-mite! Featuring games, 
fun facts and thrilling sound effects, the easy-to-hold touch-
screen tablet makes it super-fun for kids to learn and test their 
knowledge about 15 fascinating dinosaurs—from a triceratops to 
a velociraptor! Tablet measures 20cm x 20cm and requires 2 “AA” 
batteries (not included).

TOUCH & LEARN DINOSAUR TABLET

BI5519

Kids get an up-close look at 12 amazing bugs—from a leaf beetle 
to a lantern fly! Each real specimen is permanently encased in 
indestructible acrylic, so kids can safely explore them from every 
angle. Plus, you get a fascinating fact book and handy magnifier—
all in a cute storage tray with labeled compartments for each bug. 
Tray measures 26.7cm.

REAL BUGS DISCOVERY KIT

BI5518

NEW!!

ACTIVITY 
GUIDE 

INCLUDED

NEW!!
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SOLAR SYSTEM SCIENCE VIEWER

Kids get an up-close look at the solar system! Our plastic viewer comes with disks 
featuring images that bring science to life. Children slide a disk into the viewer and 
pull the lever to look at one photo after the next! The viewer comes with 4 disks, 28 
total photos and a full-colour booklet packed with interesting facts about the sun, 
moon, stars and planets. Viewer measures 11.4cm.

BI5520

COSMIC SPACE PROJECTOR

BI5521

Starry-eyed space enthusiasts get a rare glimpse of the cosmos with our cool projector! Just pop in a disk and view super-size, space-themed 
images on the ceiling! The projector comes with 32 spectacular photos on 4 disks featuring the solar system, a total lunar eclipse, Bode’s Galaxy 
and so much more. Projector measures 14cm tall and requires 3 “AA” batteries (not included).

Our child-friendly world globe makes it easy to 
identify Earth’s major physical features, with 
enough detail to keep kids interested without 
being overwhelmed. It features simple outlines, 
clearly defined states and countries, and easy-to-
read text.

WORLD GLOBE

BI3955
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INTELLIGLOBE

Intelliglobe comes with the Intelliglobe World Discovery Book as well as a rechargeable Intelliglobe II pen. With thousands of entertaining facts, 
the World Discovery Book contains 60 pages of information that can be narrated in the English language. With an abundance of information 
about the world, Intelliglobe is an education yet entertaining globe for kids this age. They learn diverse national anthems, populations, politics, 
histories, and more! Includes 20 touch & explore features, time zones in various places, 3 compare features, world records and more!

Get to know the fascinating planets and moons in our solar system with our planetary globes! Each globes displays fascinating features 
pertinent to that planet and is created in “enhanced colour” to emphasize differences on planets’ surfaces. Each globe is made of long-lasting 
durable plastic with just a single seam between the hemispheres and comes with a clear acrylic display base and bonus information flyer. 
Dimensions: 30cm (W) X 30cm (D) X 36cm (H)

PLANETARY GLOBES

IO GLOBE

Get ready to explore Io, Jupiter’s innermost and highly volcanic 
Galilean moon. This richly detailed, injection-molded 30cm desktop 
globe shows 223 named surfaces.

BI4715

EUROPA GLOBE

Explore what lies beneath the icy shell of Europa, Jupiter’s 
fascinating satellite. The richly detailed Europa globe shows 110 
features identified and labelled.

BI4713

BI1087
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JUPITER GLOBE

BI4714

Get to know the “gas giant” with this stunning 30cm desktop globe, 
the first ever high-resolution globe of its kind of this planet. The 
globe identifies 18 features, including The Great Red Spot, Oval 
BA, the distinct bands of fast-moving clouds that run parallel to the 
equator.

TITAN GLOBE

BI4716

Get to know the solar system’s second largest moon with this 
stunning 30cm desktop globe. This richly detailed, injection-
molded globe shows 180 of Titan’s most notable named surface 
features. 

Get to know the planet closest to the sun with this gorgeous 30cm 
desktop globe

MERCURY GLOBE

BI4712

VENUS GLOBE

Pull back the veil on Venus and explore the fascinating and 
unforgiving surface that hides beneath the clouds! This 30cm 
desktop Venus globe shows an astounding 226 planetary features, 
including 10 landing sites.

BI4711
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SOLAR SYSTEM KIT 1 - GR.1-3

BI5523

SOLAR SYSTEM KIT 2 - GR. 4-7

BI5522

- SOLAR SYSTEM SCIENCE VIEWERS X1
- SOLAR SYSTEM BOOK X6
- EUROPA GLOBE X1
- MERCURY GLOBE X1
- IO GLOBE X1

- SOLAR SYSTEM ACTIVITY TUB X1
- SOLAR SYSTEM BOOK X6
- VENUS GLOBE X1
- JUPITER GLOBE X1
- TITAN GLOBE X1
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From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tubs have everything students need to investigate the solar system, 
rocks and soil, plants and insects in-depth! The tubs include 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities covering 5 different curriculum 
areas; math, language, science, social studies and arts and crafts. You also get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in-depth 
while each respective tub has its own additional materials appropriate for the different learning activities.

LEARNING SCIENCE ACTIVITY TUBS - GR. 1-3 - COMPLETE SET

BI5524
BI3227
BI3180
BI3184
BI3179
BI5525
BI3187
BI3225
BI3226

COMPLETE SET
ROCKS AND SOIL ACTIVITY TUB 
PLANTS ACTIVITY TUB 
INSECTS ACTIVITY TUB 
SOLAR SYSTEM ACTIVITY TUB 
ANIMALS ACTIVITY TUB
WEATHER ACTIVITY TUB 
FORCE AND MOTION ACTIVITY TUB 
MATTER ACTIVITY TUB

AWARD 
WINNER!

NEW!!
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ROCKS AND SOIL BOOK LIBRARY

Students investigate gravity, race downhill in a soapbox derby, learn 
how force make things move and more!

FORCE AND MOTION BOOK LIBRARY

BI3181

Students dig a hole to the other side of earth, blast through a 
volcano, learn to identify different types of rocks and more!

Our super-accessible books make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our Learning Science Activity Tubs - Gr. 1-3, our library 
contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics further, including both fictional and non-fictional titles.

LIBRARY BOOKS

PLANTS BOOK LIBRARY

Students learn why trees have leaves, discover the many fascinating 
functions of flowers, watch a seed grow and more!

INSECTS BOOK LIBRARY

Students meet giant insects, follow the adventures of the fascinating 
ladybug, learn how a butterfly grows and more!

Students take a field trip through space, learn why stars twinkle, 
observe the phases of the moon and more!

SOLAR SYSTEM BOOK LIBRARY

Students learn why the wind blows, practice weather forecasting, 
search for shelter in a thunderstorm and more!

WEATHER BOOK LIBRARY

BI3189

BI3186

BI3182

BI3185

BI3188
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Students conduct lots of fascinating experiments—and explore the scientific process in action! Our tubs each include 8 experiment cards with 
involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in 
depth—from microscopes, pulleys and 3D models to fun flip books, vocabulary cards and full-colour charts that make key concepts easy to 
grasp! Each tub includes a guide with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

LEARNING SCIENCE ACTIVITY TUBS - GR. 4-6 - COMPLETE SET

BI5526
BI3190
BI3217
BI3198
BI3202
BI3200
BI3196
BI3192
BI3218

COMPLETE SET
ELECTRICITY ACTIVITY TUB
SIMPLE MACHINES ACTIVITY TUB
HUMAN BODY ACTIVITY TUB 
SOLAR SYSTEM ACTIVITY TUB
PROPERTIES OF EARTH ACTIVITY TUB
CELLS AND ORGANISMS ACTIVITY TUB
MATTER ACTIVITY TUB
FORCE AND MOTION ACTIVITY TUB

AWARD 
WINNER!

NEW!!
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Our super-accessible books make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our Learning Science Activity Tubs - Gr. 4-6, our library 
contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics further, including both fictional and non-fictional titles.

LIBRARY BOOKS

BI3203

Students take a trip on a space shuttle, look through a telescope, 
learn about the planets and more!

SOLAR SYSTEM BOOK LIBRARY

BI3194

Students investigate the power of pulleys, explore first- and second-
class levers, about machines and more!

SIMPLE MACHINES BOOK LIBRARY

BI3195

Students discover how gravity works, explore simple machines, 
investigate the effects of friction and more!

FORCE AND MOTION BOOK LIBRARY

BI3197

Students take a closer look at fossils, follow the life cycle of a frog, 
investigate cells up close and more!

CELLS AND ORGANISMS BOOK LIBRARY

BI3199

Students watch the human heart in action, learn how muscles and 
bones work and more!

HUMAN BODY BOOK LIBRARY

BI3191

Students take a trip through an electrical circuit, explore the 
properties of magnets, how batteries work and more!

ELECTRICITY BOOK LIBRARY

BI3183

Students search for liquids, learn about properties of solids, watch 
water change into gas and more!

MATTER BOOK LIBRARY

BI3201

Students discover earth’s natural resources, look at rocks and gems, 
make home-made volcanoes and more!

 PROPERTIES OF EARTH BOOK LIBRARY
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POSTERS

- MITOSIS POSTER
- PLANT CELLS POSTER
- ROOTS POSTER
- SEED DISPERSAL POSTER
- SEED INFORMATION POSTER

NATURAL SCIENCE POSTER PACK - SET OF 5 (SET 1)
BI5527

- ANIMAL CELLS POSTER
- CORN POSTER
- FLOWERS POSTER
- LEAVES POSTER
- MEIOSIS POSTER

NATURAL SCIENCE POSTER PACK - SET OF 5 (SET 2)
BI5528
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POSTERS

- THE HEART POSTER
- OUR LUNGS POSTER
- THE MALE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS POSTER
-THE TEETH POSTER
- THE TORSO POSTER

HUMAN ANATOMY POSTER PACK - SET OF 5 (SET 1)
BI5529

- THE BRAIN POSTER
- THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM POSTER
- THE FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS POSTER
- THE EAR POSTER
- THE EYE POSTER

HUMAN ANATOMY POSTER PACK - SET OF 5 (SET 2)
BI5530
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POSTERS

- MASS AND WEIGHT POSTER
- MAGNETISM POSTER
- ENERGY POSTER
- DENSITY POSTER
- AIR POSTER

PHYSICAL SCIENCE POSTER PACK - SET OF 5 (SET 1)
BI5531

- ENERGY POSTER
- FORCE POSTER
- SPACE POSTER
- SOLAR SYSTEM POSTER
- WATER POSTER

PHYSICAL SCIENCE POSTER PACK - SET OF 5 (SET 2)
BI5532
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POSTERS

LIFE SKILLS POSTER PACK - SET OF 5
BI5533 - STDs POSTER

- RAPE POSTER
- TUBERCULOSIS POSTER
- CHOLERA POSTER
- AIDS POSTER



TEXTBOOKS

BRITE IDEA NOW OFFERS TEXTBOOKS 
FOR ALL GRADES!!!

SPECIAL 
OFFER

PUBLISHER’S 

PRICES

25%
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LIQUID TEMPERA

Liquid Tempera is a non-toxic, kids paint and popular choice for teachers. It is great 
for home and the class room and can be used on paper, wood, ceramics, and more. 
Available in the following sizes:

STANDARD ACRYLIC

Acrylic paint has wonderful, thick, creamy consistency 
that is lightfast and value for money. Available sizes 
indicated above

BI3613
BI3614
BI3615

75ml
100ml
200ml

NEON ACRYLIC PAINT 75ML TUBE

BI3620

Neon Acrylic paint colours are intense and dry to a 
satin sheen finish. 

BI3616
BI3617
BI3618

500ml
1L
5L

BI0264

Keep mess to a minimum with brightly coloured paint pots. Each pots features a non-
drip paintbrush holder lid and a clear paint well. Pulls apart easily for cleaning

WATER COLOUR CAKES

Water colour cakes set is a good quality 12 
colour set protected in a hard plastic case. It 
includes a soft brush and the lid doubles as a 
mixing tray.

Face paint in standard shades for creating any 
look you can think of. Classic colours allow for 
colour mixing. Face paints are non-toxic and 
dermalogically tested.

FACE PAINT 6 X 10ML

BI3621

Set of 4 designs, these 125mm scrapers allow 
kids to create patterns and blend different 
colours.

PAINT SCRAPERS (SET OF 4)

BI3649

PAINT POTS WITH STAND - SET OF 4

BI3646

BI3611
BI3612

500ml
1L
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SET OF 4 POWDER PAINTS

JUNIOR ACRYLIC PAINT 
250ml

BI2347

Teddy’s paints are available in convenient packs of 4 x 
100ml colours (see above). The colours mix well and are 
perfect to create your own shades.

BI2311
FINGER PAINT SET OF 4

BLOCK PRINT INK

Block printing ink is a quality, water based ink that offers great 
coverage and intense colour. Used in the process of print making. 
Suitable for use in both block printing and lino print making.

Teddy Junior Acrylic paint is specifically 
formulated for kids. These paints are 
non-toxic.

STAMP PAD INK

BI3622

BI2310
POSTER PAINT SET OF 4

BI2313
FABRIC PAINT SET OF 4

BI2312
POWDER PAINT SET OF 4

FABRIC PAINTS

Standard Fabric paints is soft, flexible and will not crack. Standard colours include 
classic shades as well as trendy colours. For best results use on light coloured fabrics. 
For printing and painting, use on dark fabrics.

BI3634
BI3635
BI3636
BI3637
BI3638
BI3639

50ml
250ml
1L
5L
6 X 50ml
6 X 10ml

JUNIOR ACRYLIC PAINT 2L

BI2348

Junior Acrylic paint is specifically formulated for kids. All paints are non-toxic.

Stamp pad ink is a concentrated dye 
based ink that helps prolong the life of 
ink pads. Use as a refill.

BI3623
BI3624

250ml
500mlSUPER BUY!!!
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BI3602
BI3603
BI3604

50ml
250ml
1L

BI3609
BI3610

50ml
250ml

BI3605
BI3606
BI3607
BI3608

50ml
250ml
1L
5L

JUMBO GLITTER SHAKERS

BI3619

Jumbo Glitter Shakers are filled with rich, sparkly glitter varieties that 
are available in classic jewel tones and a white crystal variety. This is a 
crafters staple in a larger shaker bottle.

CRAFT PAINT

TEMPERA POWDER PAINTS

Craft paint is a quality art product that is popular amongst artists and crafters. All colours offer superior hiding power and dry to a durable and satin 
sheen waterproof finish. Can be used on a variety of materials including canvas, cardstock and paper, stones, unglazed pottery, concrete, plaster, 
clay items, plastic metal and more.

Powder Tempera is a quality, non toxic, powder paint that is great for 
classroom, studio and home environments. 

CRAFT PAINT NEON CRAFT PAINT GLITTER CRAFT PAINT

BI0261
BI0303
BI0304
BI0305
BI0306

200G JAR
500G JAR
2KG BOX
4KG BAG
4KG BUCKET
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ALL-PURPOSE PAINT BRUSH ASSORTMENT

This huge set comes with enough brushes for the whole class to paint at once…and create any kind of artwork imaginable! The set includes 
30 brushes in 3 different sizes—so kids can paint fine lines or big, bold strokes. Brushes feature natural bristles and no-rust plastic handles; 
longest brushes measure 19,05CM.

PAINT BRUSHES WITH ROUND BRISTLES
BI0266
BI0315
BI0316

SIZE 8
SIZE 10
SIZE 12

STARTER BRUSH SET

BI3647

A terrific set of 25 brushes in a variety of sizes and shapes from small 
to large, bristles to foam.

JUMBO STAMP PAD

BI3625

Jumbo stamp pads are made big for small hands. It is filled 
with finger paint. It is also perfect for stamping larger 
prints or designs.

PAINT BRUSH HOLDER

BI3648

Great for classrooms, this durable wood and acrylic brush 
holder keeps 24 brushes neatly and conveniently.

SET OF
25!

SET OF 
30!

BI5641
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SPLASH MAT
BI3651
BI3951
BI3952
BI3953
BI3954

SPLASH MAT CLASS PACK (SET OF 4)
LETTERS SPLASH MAT 
NUMBERS SPLASH MAT
SHAPES SPLASH MAT
COLOURS PLASH MAT

PATTERN ROLLER SET OF 5

Allow each child to use their imagination and creativity in the 
classroom or at home. Many different design ideas and patterns 
can be created using the variety of fun rollers featured, just grab 
some paint and away you go!

Splash mats featuring striking designs. Splash mat for letters, numbers, shapes and colours. 
Each one measures 1000mm x 1500mm. Sold separately and as a set of 4 mats.

Children can create eye-catching designs with our easy-to-use sponge 
painters! 20 sponge painters have chunky, easy-grip handles, so kids can get 
creative—without getting paint on their hands. Plus, we’ve included rollers 
and press-on designs…so kids can make everything from zigzag patterns 
and polka dots to hearts, flowers and more! Set comes with a paint tray. 
Paint sold separately.

BRITE IDEA DESIGN ROLLERS

Children simply press our handy rollers in paint, then roll out 
perfect stars, polka dots and squiggles. This set includes 6 
sturdy plastic rollers in 6 different designs, each with a chunky 
easy grip handle.

SPONGE PAINTING DESIGN 

BI4753

One size fits all art apron that makes Arts and 
Crafts clean and fun. This apron has a special 
pocket to store brushes, crayons and more.

PVC APRONS (DOUBLE SIDED)

BI0265

BI3652

BI2617

SET OF 
20!
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MULTICULTURAL FACE 
MASK (SET OF 10)

The various face masks sets can be easily 
decorated.

The various face masks sets can be easily 
decorated.

DINOSAUR PAINT 
STAMPS

INSECT PAINT STAMPS

BI3664

WILD ANIMAL PAINT 
STAMPS

PAINT STAMPS.

Set of 6 includes a dimetrodon, brontosaurus, 
triceratops, stegosaurus, pterodactyl and 
dinosaur foot print.

Set of 6 features a beetle, dragonfly, ladybug, 
scorpion, grasshopper and butterfly.

CREATIVE ART PAINT 
STAMPS

BI3667

Set includes a flower, star, hand, foot, heart, 
and smile face.

SOLID GEOMETRIC PAINT 
STAMPS

BI3507

Sets includes hexagon, circle, rectangle, 
square, triangle, rhombus, octagon, trapezoid, 
pentagon and kite.

NUMBER PAINT STAMPS

BI3677

Set of 10. Numbers from zero to nine.

ANIMAL FACE MASK 
(SET OF 5)

BI3655

The various face masks sets can be easily 
decorated.

WHITE FACE MASK 
(SET OF 10)

The wide range of paint stamps are ideal for use with paint or ink pads. Ready2Learn giant stamps are a great way to stamp out your posters, 
artworks, signs and wrapping paper! Each foam stamp is mounted on a see-through plastic with a directional arrow for easy and exact placement. 
Stamps also have a comfort-grip handle and are colour coded for easy sorting and storage as each set includes reusable, clear plastic storage 
containers.

BI3663 BI3665

BI3654 BI3653

Set of 6 features a bear, lion, giraffe, ape, 
leopard and elephant. 
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SEA ADVENTURE PAINT 
STAMPS

BI3673

PAW PRINT STAMPS

BI3671

Set of 10 features a sail boat, fish, lighthouse, 
manta ray, wave, whale, sea horse, dolphin, 
shark and pelican.

Set includes paw prints of a cat, bird, bear, 
horse, duck and deer.

IMAGINATIVE PAINT STAMPS

BI3666

This set includes all kinds of interesting and 
playful shapes, including an umbrella, star, 
shooting star, spiral, castle, flower, and more!

OUTLINED GEOMETRIC 
PAINT STAMPS

BI3679

FARM ANIMAL PAINT 
STAMPS

BI3681

FARM ADVENTURE PAINT 
STAMPS

BI3680

This set includes a duck, a sheep, a pig, a goat, 
a horse, a goose, a cow, a turkey, a hen and 
chicks.

Set includes hay wagon, dog, rooster, cat, cow, 
sorn stalk, fence, barn, tractor and rabbit.

Sets includes hexagon, circle, rectangle, 
square, triangle, rhombus, octagon, trapezoid, 
pentagon and kite.

FRUIT PAINT STAMPS VEGETABLE PAINT STAMPS

This set includes an apple, bananas, grapes, strawberry, pear, and 
orange.

This set includes green beans, carrot, broccoli, corn, pepper, and a 
potato.

BI3670BI3669
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TRANSPORTATION PAINT 
STAMPS

FAMILY PAINT STAMPS

BI3676

CHRISTMAS PAINT STAMPS

BI3672

WEATHER PAINT STAMPS

BI3668

Transportation includes a tow truck, tug boat, 
airplane, pickup truck, bus, fire engine, car, bicycle, 
earth mover, and a cement mixer.

This set of 10 stamps includes a father, mother, brother, sister, baby, house, cat, dog, 
car, and a tree.

This set includes an angel, a pine tree, a reindeer, a 
sleigh, Santa, a snowman, a snowflake, a stocking, 
a candy cane, and a star.

This set includes clouds, lightning, raindrops, 
snowflake, sun, and the wind.

FEELINGS PAINT STAMPS

BI3674

Our 10-pack of 3 circular stamps includes happy, sad, nervous, surprised, mad, content, 
scared, tired, sick and confused.

BI3675
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MOBILE DRYING RACK - LARGE SIZED

BI4830

MOBILE DRYING RACK 
SMALL SIZED - 43 X 33 X 65CM

FOUR-SIDED EASEL

BI3392

Our giant rack has twice the drying space between each shelf, 
so its perfect for oversized artwork and 3D collages. Mobile 
metal rack has 25 reinforced shelves allowing artwork to dry 
flat without sagging.

This versatile easel has big, painting areas on all 4 sides, so up to 4 children can paint 
at once! Easy to assemble, complete with handy easel clips to attach sheets of paper.

THREE-SIDED EASEL

A heavy-duty easel that lets up to 3 children paint at once! 3-sided easel 
features built-in shelves on the last side to store supplies in.

BLACK BOARD EASEL 

Spend engaging quality time with your kids while helping them develop their 
fine motor skills, drawing or writing at an upright angle. It is also a great 
opportunity for them to be creative and will improve spatial awareness as well 
as hand-eye co-ordination.

BI4831

BI3488

17 
LEVELS

BI3391
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DOUGH MAT SET PLAY DOUGH KIT
BI2350

CLASSROOM CLAY AND DOUGH DESIGNER KIT DOUGH ROLLERS CLASS 
PACK OF 6

DOUGH BOARDS - EACH

BI0273

Safe, high-quality plastic tools to roll, slice, decorate, etch and mold clay. A set of over 40 pieces, 
all in a plastic tub. Includes rollers, dough extruders, dough scissors, a dough press and plastic 
moulds. Set of 6 sturdy dough rollers.

DOUGH SPATULA 
CLASS PACK OF 8

BI3722

DOUGH CUTTERS 
CLASS PACK OF 6

SET OF
43

Useful modeling materials 
in most schools to develop 
young creativity. Hours of 
fun. Non toxic

4 X 100G

BI3721

BI0368

BI3723

BI2626
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ALPHABET DOUGH MATS

Turn art projects into a literacy lesson with our fun and complete 
dough mats. Mats have outlines showing the upper and lower 
case letter plus a cute picture representing the letter sound. Set 
includes 26 dough mats. Dough sold separately.

Dough is super soft and malleable for small hands, helping to develop a child’s 
fine motor skills, hand skills and co-ordination.

From a silly face to a look of surprise - children boost social-
emotional learning as they shape with dough! Kids simply choose 
a mat featuring a scene that corresponds to an emotion, then use 
dough to roll a mouth, nose and more - creating facial expressions 
for each feeling! Set includes 24 reusable mats with 6 emotions 
and 4 different skin tones. Develop skills in social-emotional 
understanding, identifying and describing emotions, and fine 
motor control.

BUCKET OF PLAY DOUGH FEELING AND EMOTIONAL DOUGH 
MATS

SHAPE DOUGH MATS

Early geometry skills take shape as children sculpt on our colourful mats. Kids 
simply select the mat and use dough to form the shapes right on the blank 
space. The set includes 20 reusable mats, dough sold separately.

BI0313
BI0314
BI3705
BI0274

100g
500g
1KG
5KG

BI3713

BI4132

BI3712
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Kids learn to count with our creative, hands-on, 
dough mats. Each dough mat features an irresistible, 
kid friendly image that corresponds to a number 
from 1 to 20. Children simply create dough shapes to 
complete the image and build counting skills as they 
play. Set includes 20 mats. Dough sold separately.

LEARN TO COUNT DOUGH MATS

BI3714

MODELING CLAY 400G

BI3709

Soft, malleable and bright colours that mix well. Non 
toxic and reusable – modeling clay never dries out

63 sturdy plastic cutters including cars, trucks, dinos, ducks and even the 
complete alphabet.

DOUGH CUTTERS BUCKET

CLEVER CLAY 125G 
BUCKET

FUN FOAM 160G

AIR-DRYING CLAY 500G

BI3707

BI3706

Paint and sculpt with this amazing 
Fun Foam! This unusual modellling 
material is non toxic, super light, 
self hardening and can be applied 
to most surfaces. Colours mix well 
together.

Claver clay is a super soft, air drying 
, lightweight and elastic sculpting 
material that can be used for small 
to large scale projects. Colours mix 
well, create your own shades.

Natural sculpting and modeling 
material that air dries to a rock 
hard finish. Great for art projects 
and craft applications. No baking or 
firing required

BI3708

BI2621
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PAINT AND CLAY MUSHROOM 
STAMPERS

PALM DOUGH ROLLERS

Made with rubber knob handles that will fit a younger child’s palm. 
These stamps will create a beautiful design in paint or clay and are 
great for adding detail to all clay creations. Perfect for special needs 
children. This set includes four different designs: recessed circles, 
swirls with dots, raised pyramids, and raised circles.

Creative play is lots of fun with these great tools as children learn 
how to roll the various patterns using dough, clay, or paint to make 
fanciful designs. Each tool has an easy to use plastic handle that fits 
nicely into a child’s palm. If paint is used, these tools are cleaned up 
easily with soap and warm water.

Our two-piece spheres open up and connect with a twist—so kids can 
mix and match the 4 patterns as they create fascinating impressions! Set 
includes 8 plastic, dishwasher-safe spheres.

BI3711

BI4754

MIX AND MATCH SENSORY SPHERES

PAINT AND CLAY PALM PAINTERS

BI3718

Our set of 4 paint and clay palm printers includes a wonderful variety 
of patterns; scribble designs, concentric dots, star bursts and a multi 
size dot array.

Each one has a rubber handle that conforms to a child’s fingers for easy 
holding. Builds motor skills while having fun making pictures with paint 
or clay. Perfect for special needs children. Includes four different designs: 
flower, spiral, splash, & star.

PATTERN STAMPERS (SET OF 4)

UPPER CASE ALPHABET AND NUMBER 
DOUGH STAMPERS

BI2625

Create numbers and letters with dough or clay with our easy grip 
stampers. Consists of 36 non stick stampers with handles.

BI3715

BI3710

SET OF 
3

SET OF 
4
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PAINT AND CLAY FINGER PAINTERS

BI3720

This fascinating set of 8 finger printers stimulates a child’s imagination! 
Children can use finger printers with paint or clay to create designs and 
activities in countless ways. Handles easily slip onto one or two fingers 
depending on the youngster’s hand size. The patterns are concentric circles, 
branches, waves, overlapping ovals, dots, parallel lines, stars and diamond 
shapes. 

PAINT AND CLAY ANIMAL ROCKERS 
(SET OF 4)

BI3716

BI5643

PATTERN ROLLERS - SEA

PATTERN ROLLERS - FARM

ROLLERS WITH PATTERN

PATTERN ROLLERS - CITY

With these rockers, children can draw a fish and then rock the 
stamp back and forth to put scales on the body. Can be used 
with paint or clay. This set includes 4 different designs, leopard 
print, zebra print, fish scales and crocodile skin.

BI5645

NEW!!

NEW!!

NEW!!NEW!!

BI5642

BI5644
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SAFETY SCISSORS BLUE AND GREEN

BI4150

TRAINING SCISSORS

BI0282

New and improved stainless steel blades with plastic 
handles are extremely comfortable and rust resistant. The 
v shape design for the finger holes makes it easier for the 
teacher’s hand to guide the student.

Scissors are necessary for everyday crafting, so it’s important that learners have 
a safe pair to use. Traditional hold tools like these safety scissors are ideal for 
learners to develop greater motor control, allowing them to create pictures, 
faces, and objects with a purpose.

STANDARD OFFICE SCISSORS

BI3704

Our scissors are a breeze for learners and educators to 
use. They have easy grip plastic handles and high quality 
stainless steal blades.

SCISSOR CENTRE

Our kid-sized scissors centre are super-easy to use! Scissors centre fits 12 children 
friendly scissors keeping it is easy reach, Scissors sold separately.

BLUNT NOSE SCISSORS

Our blunt-tip scissors are a breeze for kids to use. They have 
easy grip plastic handles and high quality stainless steal 
branches.

BI3703

BI0281
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CRAFT SCISSORS CASTLE

BI4152

CRINKLE-CUT CRAFT SCISSORS SET OF 12

These kid-sized craft scissors let children create scallops, ripples, waves and more! Each 
pair features a different design, with the pattern printed right on the side so it’s super-
easy to identify. You get 12 pairs of durable plastic scissors in 12 designs. Scissors fits both 
righties and lefties. Soft handles. Exciting learner’s curiosity and develops imaginative 
play, gross and fine motor skills.

BI4757

CRAFT SCISSORS BIG WAVE

CRAFT SCISSORS

CRAFT SCISSORS 
SMALL SERRATED

BI4153

CRAFT SCISSORS 
BIG SERRATED

BI4154

CRAFT SCISSORS 
SMALL WAVE

BI4151

These pairs of scissors have unique patterns, big waves, small waves, big serrated, small serrated 
and a castle design. They are easy to use, wear-resistant, rust-resistant and have comfortable soft 
handles. Exciting learner’s curiosity and develops imaginative play, gross and fine-motor skills.

BI4155
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SCHOOL GLUE

BI3682
BI3683
BI3684
BI3685
BI3686

125ml
250ml
500ml
2L
5L

School cold glue is an acid free, non-toxic, liquid, white glue that is semi- 
opaque when dry. It is a classroom favourite as it is value for money and lends 
itself to paper and cardstock projects.

POWDER GLUE

Powder glue is a dry white powder adhesive that requires the addition of water 
to transform it into a paste. Perfect for the classroom environment as it is 
economical and can be mixed as needed to prevent waste.

CONSTRUCTION GLUE

BI0271
BI0365
BI0328
BI0183

125ml
1L
2L
5L

Construction Glue is a non-toxic liquid, white glue that dries 
to an opaque finish. It is a heavy duty craft glue and is ideal 
for school project use.

PAPER GLUE

BI3687
BI0270
BI0364
BI0179

30ml
125ml
1L
5L

CRAFT GLUE

BI3688
BI3689
BI3690
BI3691

30ml
125ml
250ml
5L

Craft Glue is a liquid, white glue that dries slightly opaque. It is 
an acid free, non-toxic multi-purpose adhesive that adheres 
to most surfaces. Ideal for crafting and scrap-booking.

Paper Glue is a non-toxic, clear, liquid glue that is suitable 
for all school and office paper and cardstock projects. Can 
be further diluted with water for paper mache and similar 
projects. 

BI0269
BI0363

100g
1kg bag

SUPER BUY!!!
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CREATIVE STENCIL ART

BI3431

The pack includes, 2 tough Stencils of Animals made of non-
toxic plastic, 8 Picture-practice cards, 20 Blank Papers, A set 
of colours.

LEARN TO DRAW STEP BY STEP

LEARN TO DRAW BIRDS AND ANIMALS

BI3434

BI3433

The pack includes, a double sided plastic drawing board, activity book, 20 blank 
papers, 1 marker, 1 duster, a set of colours.

The pack includes, a double sided plastic drawing board, activity book, 20 blank 
papers, 1 marker, 1 duster, one Sketch Pen and a set of colours.

STENCIL ART
Learn to draw step by step comes in 3 different sets. In 
the Creative Stencil Art set children are encouraged to 
learn important skills from an early age. Children are 
encouraged to develop their creative skills along with way 
of expression what they are feeling and thinking. Each 
kit has specific step by step instructions to improve and 
enhance children’s drawing skills. The Picture-Practice 
card is essential to building confidence in young ones so 
that they can eventually migrate to drawing on paper.

PEOPLE SHAPES PROJECT

With our ready to use 
craft kit, kids can create 
self portraits, favourite 
story book characters and 
more. You get 24 chip 
board people shapes, plus 
cute felt outfits, craft hair, 
wiggly eyes, spangles, 
sequins, glue, craft sticks 
and more.

BI3383
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CROSS STITCH

CROSS STITCH 1 - DOG CROSS STITCH 2 - FISH CROSS STITCH 3 - TRAIN

CROSS STITCH 4 - MONKEY CROSS STITCH 5 - BUTTERFLY CROSS STITCH 6 - CAR

CROSS STITCH 7 - FLOWERS CROSS STITCH 8 - OWL CROSS STITCH 9 - HOUSE

Cross Stitch is a new stitching kit series that helps children to engage in creative activity. Each kit contains a plastic mesh, coloured yarn, plastic 
needle, design template and instructions. Children can go through the simple and step-by-step instructions to understand the process of cross 
stitching and then use the template to make the design on the plastic mesh. As they use the needle on the plastic mesh to make the design by 
cross stitching, they improve their fine motor co-ordination, dexterity and concentration. Children can also use the design to decorate their room 
or the house. Completing the craft successfully, gives children a great sense of accomplishment and pride. Kids develop creativity, fine motor co-
ordination, spatial awareness, problem solving, dexterity, concentration.

BI3481 BI3482 BI3483

BI3484 BI3485 BI3486

BI3487 BI3960 BI5500
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ARTS AND CRAFTS SUPPLY CENTER

Hundreds of creative craft supplies...in one jam-packed center! The 20 clear-view drawers are overflowing with fuzzy pom-
poms, colourful wiggly eyes, sparkly pipe stems and much more! You even get an activity book with 14 memorable projects. 
Centre measures 38.1 cm w x 15.2 cm d x 19.5 cm h.

Children explore moods and emotions—with our irresistible moody 
monster kit! With 20 pre-cut monster shapes and tons of peel and stick 
pieces to bring each monster to life, kids discover hands on how facial 
expressions help us recognize emotions! You get 764 pieces.

PEEL AND STICK MOODY MONSTERS 
(SET OF 5)

COLLAGE CLASS PACK

Super selection of collage products. Includes pom-poms, clear 
wrap sheets, sequins, acrylic jewels, feathers, corrugated shapes, 
EVA foam shapes and sheets, shimmer shower, wood shaving 
matchsticks, cork tops and glitter.

BI3726

FREE 
ACTIVITY 
BOOK!!!

BI5646

NEW!!

BI4755
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CUTE FRIENDS

CUTE FRIENDS 1 BI3483CUTE FRIENDS 2
BI3477

BI3483CUTE FRIENDS 3

CUTE FRIENDS 4 CUTE FRIENDS 5

Cute friends is an innovative craft series to help children improve their fine motor and bilateral co-ordination as they make the cute stuffed 
toys for them to play and cuddle with. Each kit contains felt shapes, pre-cut stickers, plastic needle, stuffing and instructions. As they follow the 
instructions to sew and stuff the material, children develop their dexterity, problem solving and concentration skills. Since children get attached 
to their toys, they also develop a sense of love and affection in them. Kids develop their creativity, fine motor co-ordination, spatial awareness, 
problem solving, dexterity and concentration.

BI3480BI3479

FELT PUPPET CLASS PACKWIKKI STICKS CLASS PACK

Super versatile and fun to use, these waxed yarn pieces bend, twist 
and stick together or to any smooth surface. Over 450 reusable 
pieces that wont break or dry out.

BI3476 BI3478

BI3177 BI3725
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GEOMETRIC SHAPES STENCIL

BI4837

FARMYARD STENCIL

BI4833

EMOTIONS STENCIL

BI4838

BIRD STENCIL

BI4841

BUGS STENCIL

Consists of a square, triangle, circle, rectangle, trapezium, and 
hexagon.

Has the following farmyard animals: horse, cow, pig, ram, cat, 
dog.

Has the following emotions: joy, sadness, 
fear, anger, surprise and lack of emotion.

Has the following birds: pigeon, turkey, 
duck, goose, hen, cock.

Has the following bugs: bee, snail, butterfly, 
ladybug, ant, worm.

LETTERS, NUMBERS AND SHAPES STENCIL BOX

Our handy box comes loaded with 66 giant, wipe-clean stencils featuring 
the entire alphabet, numbers 1 to 20, 10 different shapes and even 10 
simple words. Kids just colour them in with paints, markers, crayons or 
pencils, creating big, bold images every time.

BI2611

BI4832
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FRUIT STENCIL

BI4836PLASTIC STENCIL CLASS PACK

BI3702

A set of 48 stencils in 8 different themes. 6 Stencils per theme.

Has the following vegetables: carrot, tomato, lettuce, pepper, beetroot, peas.

VEGETABLE STENCIL

BI4835

Has the following fruit: banana, plum, strawberry, cherry, 
pear, apple.

GARDEN STENCIL

BI4834

Has the following garden visuals: butterfly, tulip, watering 
can, snail, pumpkin, sunflower.

LEAVES STENCIL

BI4839

Has the following leaves: maple, chestnut, beech, oak, 
linden, gingko.
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STANDARD WAX CRAYONS SET OF 24

CRAYONS CLASS PACK SET OF 700

Crayons are the perfect creative tool for kids. Ideal for assisting in the development of 
fine motor skills. These wax crayons offer a smooth, even texture and are available in 
various rich bright colours.

KIDS RETRACTABLE CRAYONS 

NO
STREAKING

NO
SMEARING

NO
MESS!

MEDIUM WAX CRAYONS SET OF 70

BI3695

JUMBO WAX CRAYONS SET OF 40

BI3694

BI3692

BI0280
BI0320
BI0319
BI2319
BI3693

JUMBO WAX CRAYONS SET OF 9
STANDARD WAX CRAYONS SET OF 24
MEDIUM WAX CRAYONS SET OF 8
STANDARD WAX CRAYONS SET OF 12
TRIANGULAR WAX CRAYONS SET OF 10

BI3740
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JUMBO TRIANGULAR PENCIL HB

BI3747

COLOURING BOOK 

STANDARD OIL PASTELS

COLOUR PENCILS

48PG A5 JOTTER

BI3745

BI3742
BI3741

24 LONG PENCILS
12 SHORT PENCILS

BI3743
BI3744

24PG COLOURING BOOK WITH TISSUE
24PG COLOURING BOOK WITHOUT TISSUE

BI3696
BI2317
BI2318
BI3699
BI3700
BI3701

STANDARD OIL PASTELS (10 PIECE)
STANDARD OIL PASTELS (15 PIECE)
STANDARD OIL PASTELS (25 PIECE)
FLESH TONE OIL PASTELS (10 PIECE)
METALLIC OIL PASTELS (10 PIECE)
NEON OIL PASTELS (10 PIECE)
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STICKERS

STICKERS - GOLD STARS 180 STICKERS - SILVER STARS 180
BI3736

STICKERS 5 COLOURS 
STARS 40
BI3737

STICKERS - SMILEY FACES 384
BI3738

STICKERS - WELL DONE 136
BI3739

BI3735
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CREATIVE ART KIT

1. Powder Paint x 1
2. Poster Paint  x 1
3. Finger Paint x 1
4. Fabric Paint x 1
5. Starter brush set x 1

Includes: 6. Paint Brushes (no 10) x 15
7. Paint Brushes (no 8) x 15
8. Jumbo Wax Crayons C9 x 15
9. Medium Wax Crayons 24’s x 11
10. Paper Glue x 5

11. Blunt Nose Scissors x 10
12. Left Hand Scissors x 2
13. Paint Pots x 2
14. Ream Paper x 1
15. Teachers Guide x 1
16. Storage Container x 1

TEACHER’S 

GUIDE 

INCLUDED
X15

X 1 

X1 

X15 X10

X5

X2

X1

BI2956
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BOOKCASE 
GREEN
BI4844

BOOKCASE 
TURQUOISE
BI4845

BOOKCASE 
GREY
BI4843

This easy-to-use book centre keep your entire classroom library accessible 
to students and incredibly organised! Sturdy wood centre has 8 roomy bins 
that hold up to 200 hardcover or 400 paperback books.

CLASSIC BIRCH MOBILE BOOK ORGANISER

BI3109 BI4029

MOBILE TEACHING CABINET

Keep valuable supplies and equipment safely locked away 
in a durable, mobile cabinet that stores everything in one 
convenient place! Wipe-clean laminate unit has 4 easy-rolling, 
locking casters, plus a chunky handle on the side so it’s a cinch 
to transport anywhere you need it. Best of all, there’s plenty of 
shelving inside for everything from bins and binders to listening 
equipment with locking doors to keep materials safe. And it 
comes fully assembled just attach the handle and casters!

Our bookcase range is made of heavy-duty polyester fabric with laminated sides. It has 5 deep pockets. Ideal for storing books.
Dimensions: 72 X 34 X 92cm
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BRITE IDEA MOBILE STUDENT WORK 
ORGANISER

Excellent work organiser with 36 compartments that are perfectly 
sized to hold assignments, school to home communications and more.

BI3107

BIG MODULE 9 CUBES - 99 X 33 X 112CMSTORAGE UNIT 4 DRAWER - 80 X 47.5 X 88CM

MODULE 2 - 6 LOCKABLE SHELVES - 
99 X 35 X 113CM

BI4849

MEDIUM STORAGE UNIT 10 DRAWER - 80 X 
47.5 X 108CM
BI4852

BI4851 BI4842
9 

LOCKERS WITH SHELVES
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READING CORNER CARPET

These rectangular, extra plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fibre that is 
incredibly cozy, yet rugged enough to withstand the toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets 
feature rich, inviting colours that resist fading year after year. They have sturdy, flexible backing 
that provides superior support so carpets lie flat

BI3961
BI3962
BI3963

3m X 3m
2.5m X 3.5m
3m X 4m

READING CORNER CUSHIONS 
SET OF 12 DIFFERENT 
COLOURS WITH PVC COVER

BI3873

FOAM LOUNGE RAINBOW - 170 X 86 X 30CM FLAT CUSHIONS IN BAG (SET OF 10) - 
32 X 2CM 

BI4820

All shapes can be joined together with velcro to form a circle or can be 
used separately. 

BI4823
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LIBRARY UNIT

BI4853

Double-sided unit with compartments for books, two seating cushions and two 
containers on casters. Made of laminated clipboard with safe rounded edges.

PAINT BRUSH HOLDER

BI3648

Great for classroom, this durable wood and acrylic brush 
holder keeps 24 brushes neatly and conveniently.

SCISSORS CENTRE

BI3703

Our kids-size scissors centre are super easy to use! 
Scissors centre fits 12 children-friendly scissors, keeping it 
in easy reach. Scissors are sold separately.

WRITING CENTER CADDY

BI3108

PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN



2020 Has been a challenging year for all businesses and 
schools alike. Due to the pandemic, we have found that 
most schools and businesses are in need of assistance. 
With that in mind, Brite Idea embarked on a school devel-
opment initiative to help rebuild our schools.
2022 will see Brite Idea plough millions back into our 
schools! Brite Idea supports schools that support their 
business. Below are the three tiers that qualifies you for 
your plough back.

Terms and Conditions:
All orders placed directly with Brite Idea in multiplies of R30 000, R60 000 and R90 000 are 
guaranteed a plough back. The plough back is not transferable. Brite Idea reserves the right 
to cancel, amend or discontinue this initiative, without prior notice. In order to receive the 
plough back, schools are required to send us a letter stamped and signed by their officials 
on how to disburse the plough back. The plough back will be in affect once full payment 
has reflected in our bank account and after receipt of the official document. This initiative 
is only available to schools in RSA. This initiative will not be applicable to compulsory lists, 
textbooks and online orders. The participation of this initiative constitutes acceptance of 
the terms and conditions set out by Brite Idea.

T’s & C’s Apply

T’s & C’s Apply

Plough back R5000

Purchase R60 000 <

Purchase R90 000 <

Plough back R15 000

T’s & C’s Apply

Purchase R30 000 <

Plough back R10 000

GUARANTEED

PLOUGH 
BACK

T’s & C’s 
Apply
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22.8 cm Cones with Numbers printed 
0 – 9. Set of 10 pcs.

NUMBER CONES

BI3399

Round shaped floor markers made of special 
anti-skid material. Available in assorted 
colours.

ROUND FLOOR MARKERS

Gym mats made of PVC coated fabric with 
4 Cross folding panels & filled with 5mm PE 
foam. Printed with Numbers 0 to 4. Easy to 
fold for compact storage and economical 
transportation.

CROSS HOP MAT

This classic hoola hoop gives everyone 
hours of fun, enjoyment and laughter 
and come in different colours. It is 
recommended for children 3 years and 
older.

HOOLA HOOPS

Skip rope with colourful rope can be used 
anywhere. Great way to get kids interested 
in exercising while also being able to teach 
important gross motor skills movements. 
Great for developing little ones muscles.

SKIPPING ROPE

Made of heavy duty PVC fabric  suitable for 
group activities and games.

STEP – COUNT MAT

BI0332 BI0257

LEARNING BODY POSITIONS VMAT SET OF 5

• Vinyl.
• UV Resistant.
• Set Of 5 Pieces 40 X 150cm.

BI4419

BI3414

BI3425

LET’S GET MOVING ACTIVITY MATS

Children skip, squat and stretch on their way to coordination and 
physical fitness. You get 15 big, no-slip vinyl mats featuring 15 
illustrated activities - perfect for indoor and outdoor games, music 
and movement activities

BI4066

BI3394
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SOCCER BALL

BI2177

RUGBY BALL

BI1403

SOCCER KICK TRAINER

TENNIS BALL SET OF 3 WHISTLE – SONIC FOOTBALL PUMP

BI3937

This is a perfect training kit that assists children in learning & practicing soccer team co-ordination strategies 
with fun using oversize balls. Set includes 2 x Popup Goals, 12 x 30.5 cm Cone Markers, 40 x 5 cm. Cone 
Markers with 1 Stand, 24 x Mesh Bibs / Scrimmages (12 Green & 12 Red), 6 x 51. Fun Soccer Balloon Balls, 1 x 
Coaching Clipboard, 1 x Carrying bag.

GOAL & WIN KIT

BI3422

This waist attached soccer trainer device 
enables the player to practice soccer hands 
free without any partner. Includes adjustable 
waist belt and adjustable cord. Soccer ball 
excluded

Whistles made of plastic with plastic pea 
inside. Sounds well even when wet

BI3413 BI3410

BI3411
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SHAPE BEAN BAGS SET OF 
12

NUMBER BEAN BAGS SET 
OF 10
BI0253

ALPHABET BEAN BAGS SET 
OF 26

COLOURFUL BEAN BAGS  
SET OF 8

COTTON BLIND FOLDS SET 
OF 6

A punchbag is great fun and a therapeutic tool for relieving stress and 
venting energy in hyperactive children and anger in disordered children. 
Any activity with a punchbag should be supervised by an adult for the safety 
of the child and so as to prevent any damage. Size: 26 x 45 cm, material: 
PVC cover with face overprint, filling: foam, age: 3+

ANGER RELEASE PUNCHBAG

Learning the alphabet is more exciting 
than ever with a fun-filled beanbag toss! 
Perfect for a variety of active learning 
games, our giant set includes 26 durable 
canvas beanbags with both uppercase and 
lowercase letters.

BI0255

Made of drill cotton fabric. This set of 6 
blindfolds are the perfect size for small faces. 
For hours of fun games and activities.

ANGER RELEASE MAT

A mat is an excellent tool for learning to control one’s 
negative emotions like anger or rage. A simple way to 
relieve the feelings is through movement. When emotions 
are running high, a child can get rid of negative energy by 
stamping their feet or jumping up and down. Size: 45 x 45 
cm; material: PVC cover with feet overprint; colour: red, grey; 
age: 3+

It’s a breeze to master basic shapes with a 
fun-filled beanbag toss! Perfect for a variety 
of active learning games, our set includes 12 
beanbags in 4 different shapes, each labelled 
with its corresponding name to build print 
awareness and vocabulary.

Learning numbers is more exciting than 
ever with a fun-filled beanbag toss! Perfect 
for a variety of active learning games, our 
set includes 10 beanbags that are numbered 
from 1 through 10.

Exploring colours is more exciting than 
ever with a fun-filled beanbag toss! Perfect 
for a variety of active learning games, 
our set includes 8 beanbags in 8 different 
colours and each beanbag is labeled to help 
kids learn colour words as they play.

SPONGE RUBBER RING

Deck tennis ring made of soft rubber, which 
gives a sponge like feeling to the thrower. Can 
be used for varied tossing and catching games. 
Available in assorted colours.

BI5452

BI2999
BI4307

BI3396

BI0252

BI4892
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The classic hoola hoop that gives everyone hours of fun, enjoyment 
and laughter and they come in different colours. It is recommended 
for children 3 years and older.

MULTI PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SET

This is a perfect training kit that assists children in improving target 
and catching skills using different targeting and catching games. Set 
includes 2 x Horseshoe game , 6 x 30 cm. Fun Balloon Balls 6 panel, 
6 x Good catch (Large 41 cm), 1 x Target Mat, 12 x Rubber rings (15 
cm), 1 x Carrying bag

CATCH & TARGET KIT

This is a perfect training kit that assists children in improving general 
co-ordination skills. This kit is designed to involve many children to 
practice & play at one time. Kit includes 4 x Hoops 60 cm , 4 x Hoops 
91 cm, 6 x Numbered Jumping Sacks (1 – 6), 6 x Flying Discs, 10 x 
Stacking Cups, 1 x 60 cm Parachute, 1 x Carrying bag

CO-ORDINATION KIT

BI3419

BI3439

This training kit is perfect for schools. Several activities can be done 
using this kit. Training Kit includes the following: 4 x 2 m Adjustable 
Agility Ladder, 2 x 15.2 cm. Agility Hurdles, 4 x 23 cm Hat Shaped Cones, 
12 x 5 cm Saucer Cone (6 x Red & 6 x Orange), 12 x Bean Bags (3 pcs 
each of Red / Yellow / Blue / Green), 1 x Activities Booklet, 1 x Bag

ACTIVITY KIT – JUNIOR

BI3420

BI3426
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